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ABSTRACT

Although Olds College has been in existence for over seventy five years, the

present day campus is essentially only twenty years old. The original

buildings and landscape forms have been replaced with a modern landscape

that does not effectively express the continuity or individuality of Olds College.

After the Second World War, many places in North America were subjected to

profound changes similar to that which occurred at Olds College. The

continuity of the development of the landscape was interrupted and the

qualities which traditionally distinguished many places were lost or diluted.

Landscape should be expressive of the dominant culture and its values. Olds

College is, historically and currently, a rurally located educational institution

whose mission is to provide current quality agricultural education. The

physical environment should contribute to the image of the college, conveying

the values expressed in its Mission Statement. However, a functional analysis

and historical review of the academic campus and farm suggest that there are

several problems that detract from the perception of the Olds College campus

as an institution that considers excellence in agriculture its mission. These

problems are related to the function, image and legibility of the campus and to

the processes shaping the forms.

A design approach should be developed that treats what is left of the historic

landscape in a special way while allowing the evolution of a landscape that

will be functional and expressive of its culture and context. ln this way what is

already distinctive in the campus environment will be encouraged and the

possibility will exist for the evolution of a campus environment that will be

human in its scale and organization, expressive of both its physical and

cultural context and filled with significance for those who live and work in it.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The word campus calls to mind the unique physical character of the North

American college and university. First used in the late eighteenth century to

describe the grounds of Princeton, in Princeton, New Jersey, campushad

simply its Latin meaning, a field, and described the green expansiveness

characteristic of North American schools. Gradually the word came to mean

the entire college property, including buildings, and not necessarily containing

a field. lt has taken on other connotations, suggesting the peruasive spirit of a

school, or its genius loci, as embodied in its architecture and grounds. (Turner

1984, p.4)

Through the centuries, the North American campus experienced major

changes in its form which reflected the evolution of architectural planning

principles as well as changes in educational and social conditions. English

and European schools influenced the early forms, which then developed in

response to the social and geographic conditions unique to North America.

Through the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries a No¡th American campus

tradition emerged resulting in buildings, grounds and spaces that are quite

different from schools elsewhere. After World War ll, modern progressive

planning and modern architectural styles suggested new approaches to

development which produced a type of design concerned more with growth

and change than with traditional concepts of campus form. There were many

conflicts between the demands of a more complex post-war institution and the

retention of the positive qualities of the traditional college.

Present day campuses are landscapes of unique sub-cultures that have

emerged and evolved in response to many influences.

1.1 Statement of Purpose

Landscape is not merely an aesthetic background to life. lt is one

infrastructure of our culture that develops as we develop and is a composite of

the natural and built environment that both expresses and conditions cultural



attitudes and activities. Landscape is much more than plant material - it

includes the arrangement and definition of space, circulation patterns,

landmarks, signage, colors and building materials, as well as plant material

and its arrangement. Landscapes are also important sources of individual

and communal identity and are often profound centers of human existence to

which people have deep emotional and psychological ties. Landscapes

evolve over time, reflecting development patterns and land utilization, and

encompass the evolution of cultural values, norms and attitudes towards the

land. This historic quality does not mean a nostalgia for styles or objects, but

a continuity of local tradition and care. Landscapes, then, are an

accumulation of ideas and events in which can be read much of a place's

character and purpose.

Olds College is a special place to many people. Students and staff of the

College continue to develop strong ties with the school, and the campus

functions as a significant resource for the community. The College's strong

reputation as one of Canada's leading agricultural colleges is firmly based in

tradition. lt has been in existence for over seventy five years during which

time it has served western Canada's needs for agricultural education.

However, the existing Olds College campus is essentially only twenty years

old with the original forms and structures having been almost completely

replaced. Although the College has been in existence for most of this century

much of the meaning that can be conveyed through the landscape has been

lost, through the destruction of most of its historic landscape and through the

development of a modern landscape that does not effectively express the

continuity or individuality of Olds College. After the Second World War, many

places in North America were subjected to profound changes similar to that

which occurred at Olds College. The continuity of the development of the

landscape was interrupted and the qualities which traditionally distinguished

many places were lost or diluted.

Landscape should be expressive of the dominant culture and its values; Olds

College is, historically and currently, a rurally located educational institution

whose mission is to provide current quality education, training and

services for people who are involved directly and indirectly in



agr¡cultural endeavors. (Olds College Mission Statement, CRISP

Document, 1986, p. 4)

The College Mission Statement, a statement of College philosophy, should

also serve as an lmage Statement, defining how the college will present itself

to the public and to its students. The physical environment, that is, the

landscape, of the College should contribute positively to this image and

should visually convey the values that are expressed in the Mission

Statement. At Olds College, the landscape of the academic campus and the

farm are also important instructional resources; addressing the educational

needs will produce a functional, efficient and up-to-date campus. The

mission, if authentically expressed, would project an aesthetic of integrity and

tradition. At present there are several problems that detract from the

perception of the Olds College campus as an institution that considers

excellence in agricultural education its mission:

1. lssues related to function, such as the effective use of the academic

campus, farm, research and demonstration plots as instructional resources.

2. lssues related to legibility of instructional, research and demonstration

areas and of functional areas such as entries, circulation pathways

(pedestrian, vehicular, farm and service) and parking environments.

3. Loss of a quality physical image as a unique institution.

4. Related to these issues is the need for an effective decision-making

process for campus development.

When a place "pleases us because of its distinct character, it is usually

because" its'elements seem to express "a common form of life, a common

way of being on the earth." (Norberg-Schulz 1980, p. 65) The individual

distinctiveness of a place lies not so much in its physical forms and

arrangements as in the meanings accorded to it, and in the continuity of these

meanings. Much as with a craft, man imparts something of his personality to

the things he makes; similarly a community can transfer its character to a



landscape. (Relph 1981, p.172) This process appears to involve a

combination of local responsibility with local traditions of building and doing.

These responsibilities and traditions are preserued and conveyed from

generation to generation through example. Tradition and continuity will be

apparent as long as this process of building environments is respected.

Although there is scope for autonomy, for individual craftsmanship and for

being responsible for the environment in which one lives and works, (Relph

1981, p. 210) there is also the need for overall planning and direction to

monitor and direct change and to ensure that levels of competence and care

are maintained and that a continued respect for tradition is present.

Many modern landscapes are characterizedby their monotony ratherthan by

meanings and symbols. They no longer possess the same entries,

enclosures or density that were found in the old organic order and usually

consist of new buildings freely placed in a generic park-like space. (Norberg-

Schulz 1979, p.189) Olds College has followed this pattern of modern

development. The present landscape is generally comfortable and efficient

but it lacks depth and variety. Although a general order may be present, it

doesn't bring about any sense of place. This uniformity of the environment

causes what Edward Relph calls "placelessness". (Relph 1976, p. 85)

It has often been pointed out that the modern environment makes human

identification and orientation difficult. A setting where there are no clear

spatial limits to urban development, where the countryside is becoming

industrialized, and where new development is replacing familiar scenes

challenges our sense of order, and our images of how landscapes ought to be

no longer fit with our experiences. We find increasingly that we are confronted

and confused by landscapes that lack clear centers and boundaries and

which are constantly changing identity. The resulting alienation and "loss of
place" are due to man's loss of identification with the natural and man-made

things which constitute his environment. (Norberg-Schulz 1979, p. 168) The

development of individual and social identity with place is a slow process

which cannot take place in a continuously changing environment, and in one

that is replacing the recognizable and meaningful landscape with one that is

meaningless and illegible.



Legibility refers to the ease with which pafts of the environment can be

recognized, through their location, shape, color or arrangement, and

organized into a coherent mental pattern. The work of Kevin Lynch took this

as its point of depafture, and he implies that legibility gives comfort and

emotional security, and makes people feel competent through their ability to

understand their environments. (Lynch 1960, p. 2) Confusion and

disorientation result from a lack of focuses, a lack of definition of discrete

regions or a lack of any familiar pattern. (Relph 1976, p. 139) The sense of

place and of identification with an environment is greatest when the

environment is both familiar and distinctive; this heightens the potential depth

and intensity of human experience, although this does not mean complete

and final order where there is no chance to change one's environment, or that

environments should be obvious at a glance or plain. (Lynch 1960, p. 10)

Landscapes should be a function of their complex cultures, their historical

traditions and their natural setting, and should speak of the complicated

functions and movements of the place. Clarity of structure and vividness of

identity are first steps to the development of such an environment. (Lynch

1960, p. 1 19) A sense of place enhances every human activity that occurs,

therefore, we need an environment which is not simply well organized, but

symbolic as well. Symbols point to something beyond themselves and open

up levels of reality which are otherwise closed. (Relph 1976, p. 137) They

express profound meanings in and attachments to landscape. The present

day North American landscape though is often characterized not by symbols

pointing to deeper levels of reality, but by images or'myths'that are often

contrived and deeply fabricated. By themselves, myths are not necessarily

contradictory - they appear to mean something by themselves and will not

become better or worse with time or knowledge. (Relph 1976, p. 139) But

their danger is especially insidious, because the elements that are introduced,

although large enough to be noticed, are usually introduced in quantities too

small to be upsetting. Norlh American landscape myths present at Olds

College are the collection of new academic buildings that deny the

institution's history and context, farm enterprise buildings and landscapes that

present an unclear and inauthentic image of their actual function, and



landscape elements, such annual beds that lie empty and exposed for two-

thirds of the year and un-hardy cedars that require winter wrapping in burlap,

that do not express the local climatic context.

There are various levels of interacting with one's environment and in

understanding the nature of the phenomenon of place (Relph 1976, p. 1a3)

ranging from a subconscious association with place as home, where one's

roots are, to cultural and communal participation in the symbols of a place and

with named and significant places of a home region, to deliberate attempts to

understand environments as a sensitive and open-minded outsider, lastly to
just being in a place, not attending to the significant but being swayed by

mass culture and technique, with no care or commitment for places. This last

level is the basis for placelessness. Placelessness describes both an

environment without significant places and the underlying attitude which does

not acknowledge significance in places. lt cuts roots, it erodes symbols, it

replaces diversity with uniformity and replaces experiential order with

conceptual order. Places are treated either as interchangeable and

replaceable or as trivial and insignificant. (Relph 1976, p. 1a3) The result is

the undermining of the importance of place for both individuals and cultures,

and the casual replacement of the diverse and significant places of the world

with anonymous spaces and exchangeable environments. (Relph 1976, p.

145) Landscapes of this type are created through attitudes and approaches

that involve no awareness of the deep and symbolic significances of places

and no appreciation of their identities. Relph (1976, p. 82) describes two

ways, kitsch and technique, lhrough which these landscapes have been, and

continue to be, created.

Kitsch signifies the mediocre, the styleless, and the sentimental which is
present in affluent cultures where people can afford the trivial and the showy

and where objects are created and produced solely for consumption by a

mass public. lt stems from an uncritical acceptance of fashion and mass

values that can be adapted without real involvement, and results in mediocrity

and inauthenticity rather than excellence and honesty. ln landscapes it is

typified by decoration, which occurs in the form of horticultural fads and

fashions, ranging from garden gnomes to grafting of plants to produce

6



"weeping" forms of trees and shrubs, and taken to the extreme, in the creation

of "enchanted forests". lt is an attitude of inauthenticity where places are

treated as things from which man is largely alienated and in which the trivial is

made significant, the significant is made trivial, and where value is measured

almost entirely in terms of the superficial qualtities of cost, color and shape.

(Relph 1976, p. 83) This type of landscape has appeared at Olds College,

where, in the absence of form and image guidelines, the only available

approach is to solve each landscape problem in the context of what might be

acceptable in terms of mass values and fashions. Hence, a landscape

consisting of mown lawn, ornamental shrub beds, and planter boxes filled with

annuals is the solution that has been uniformly applied to problems as diverse

as the pig barn, the arena, some temporary classroom trailers, staff

residences, as well as the new multi-million dollar library. This type of

development, where farm, housing, academic and service facilities have been

mixed together within a suburban landscape, has been identified by Nairn

(1965, p. 7) as subtopia, signifying a mindless mixing of all man-made objects

without any pattern or purpose or relationship. Several subcultures
(academic, agricultural, residential) exist within the Olds College campus, and

while overall unity and coherence is one aim of campus development, and

while some areas of mixed use is expected, these subcultures have separate

functions and demand separate images that cannot be achieved through the

generic application of currently fashionable suburban landscape materials

and methods.

Technique, most apparent in the physical and social planning of the 1960's is

founded on an assumption that space is uniform and objects and attitudes can

be manipulated and freely located within. (Relph 1976, p. 93) The greatest

quality of environments is thought to be their development potential. The

result of this type of planning is that it becomes impossible to tell one locality

from another - they all look alike and feel alike, and it becomes difficult to tell
parÏs within the locale apart since there is little spatial ordering. Although

each situation and landscape problem is unique, this type of planning tends to
create wholly designed environments into which people must be fitted. They

have been developed not on the basis of direct experience or analysis but

from a remote and abstract perspective of maps and plans. (Relph 1976, p.

7



107) At Olds College this occurred, for example, in the planning of some of

the roads. The solutions to parking and road layout problems may look good

on paper, and may satisfy maintenance needs and requirements, but may not

address functional (instructional and social) issues and may not fit in with the

overall best image for the campus. Landscapes are complex and the worst

mistakes are made when they are forced to fit a superficially understood order.

(Relph, p. 172) Landscapes should be made in the interest of those who will

be experiencing them.

Details in landscape are as impoftant as is the big picture. lf landscape

details are being eroded by insensitive design and planning practices, then

there is a case for overhauling the process so that care and competence will

be more evident in details and so that guidelines will be developed to define

what is acceptable and good. (Relph 1981, p.195) Excellence in landscapes,

that is, placemaking, can only occur when each detailed part is shaped and

cared for by those who have the time, patience and knowledge to understand

the forces actíng on it. (Relph 1981, p. 164)

Authentic landscapes are rare in North America - the trend is toward an

environment of few significant places - a placeless geography. However,

negative interpretations of modern landscapes can be wrongly construed to

mean that the past was better and is to be restored. This attitude ignores the

fact that the present landscape, no matter how inauthentic it may be, has a life

and has evolved in response to certain forces. The possibilities for

maintaining and reviving man's sense of place do not lie in the preservation of

old places - that would be museumization, nor can they lie in a return to

traditional ways of place making - that would require the regaining of a lost

sense of innocence. (Relph 1976, p. 145) One cannot design tradition and

image but it is possible to create conditions in which tradition and care for

places can develop. lt is perhaps more appropriate to create a sense of

historic perspective, treating what is there and what is left of the historic

landscape in a special way by giving it a purpose while allowing the evolution

of a landscape that will be authentic and that will include its own historic

markers. The existing landscape should be managed to acquire more

cohesion, and to become as rich as possible. A place's social and cultural life

I



must be turned back to those inhabiting it and, because the evolution of an

authentic landscape can't be left to chance, must be directed by those with

vision, understanding and competence.

An approach to design must be developed through which this type of

development can be planned. Relph discusses the concepl of environmental

humility in which ways of thinking - compassionate intelligence, description
and tending, rather than technical methods of explanation and manipulation

become the basis for design and planning. (Relph 1981, p. 185) lt is
concerned with encouraging what is already distinctive in environments, and

with re-establishing identity where environments have been eroded, not

merely allowing events to occur and the identities of places to vanish into

placelessness. lmportant is a willingness not to use all one's knowledge and

not to impose techniques simply because they are available, but instead to

allow communities and places to be themselves. lt should blend a concern for

the continuity of traditions and obligations with a willingness to respond

carefully, gently and appropriately to changing circumstances and should

encourage the making and maintaining of places by the people who are

competent to do so, and who understand and work in them.

Sinclair Gauldie (1969, p. 182) has written: "To live in an environment which

has to be endured or ignored rather than enjoyed is to be diminished as a
human being." The modern landscape, and processes producing it, should

be criticized whenever it threatens the freedom that comes with taking

responsibility for one's environment, whenever its threatens values, and

whenever it demonstrates manipulation through detached expertise or
incompetence. (Relph 1981, p. 212) lf we choose to ignore the need for the

development of significant places, and allow the forces of placelessness to

continue unchallenged, then the future can only hold an environment in which
places simply do not matter. (Relph 1976, p. 147) lf we respond to the need

for identification with significant places, then the potential will exist for the

evolution of a campus environment that will be human in its scale and

organization, expressive of both its physical and cultural context, and filled

with significance for those who live and work in it.



1.2. Goals and Objectives

The goal of this study is to develop a landscape form and process that will

reflect the Olds College culture and mandate of agricultural education and that

will enhance its function, legibility and image. This goal will be achieved

through the following objectives :

1. To develop a physical site plan which will address the existing disfunctions

of the campus.

2. To develop planning and design guidelines, which will assist in the

implementation of the conceptual plan and in the planning of future projects.

3. To recommend a decision-making process by which the form of the Olds

College Campus can be developed to reflect the College mandate, to create a

positive and appropriate image and to address the functional needs.

1.3. Methodology

1. Literature review.

2. Review of the historical evolution of the campus form (academic campus and

farm), the college mandate and values and the planning and decision-making

processes that shaped the form.

3. Reiterate the historical purpose of Olds College, validate the current College

mandate and translate the mandate into value/image statements.

4. Perform comprehensive functional analysis of the existing campus, and

review the economic, social and geographical context of Olds College.

5. ldentify conflicts, issues and opportunities raised by the functional analysis.

6. Develop planning and design guidelines to address specific issues and

guide ongoing campus devlopment.

7. Develop a conceptual site plan that addresses the conflicts, issues and

oppot'tunities.

L Demonstrate the planning and design principles through selected detailed

design to resolve specific problems identified in the study.
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2. OLDS COLLEGE CONTEXÏ

2.1 Profile

Olds College is a rural college offering primarily two year diploma programs in

agricultural production and other land based areas. lt emphasizes practical,

hands-on training and currently has an enrollment of approximately 900 full

time students from both rural and urban backgrounds. ln addition, over

10,000 extension students are served by evening courses, short courses,

correspondence courses and special programs.

Currently, Olds College offers programs in:
Agricultural Business
Agricultural Engineering Technology
Agricultural Mechanics
Agricultural Production (Crop, Farm and Ranch and Livestock

Production)
Animal Health Technology
Commercial Floristry
Dairy Herdsman Assistant
Equine Science
Farrier Science
Fashion Merchandising
Horliculture (Landscape, Turf and Greenhouse Management Majors)
Land Agent Program
Land Resource Management (Agronomy, lntegrated Pest Management,

Soil and Water Conservation, Land Classification and
Reclamation Majors)

Meat Processing
Secretarial Arts
Apprenticeship Programs - Agricultural Mechanics, Heavy Duty

Mechanics, Landscape Gardener

11



2.2 Geographical Context

Olds College is situated 90 kilometers north of Calgary on the eastern border

of the Town of Olds. This location, in the center of one of the richest farming

areas in Alberta, is an ideal setting in which to provide agricultural education.

The Town of Olds is a typical example of a western Canadian

railway/agricultural town, with its townsite form conforming to one of the

standard Canadian Pacific Railway town layouts. (Holtz, 1987) Set in a

prairie landscape with the Rocky Mountains as a backdrop, it acts as a service

center for a rich agricultural area. lts location makes it easily accessible from

the heavily used north-south corridor, Highway 2 and the newly improved

east-west Highway 27, which serues as a gateway to the eastern slopes of the

Rocky Mountains.

Founded in 1891, the town still retains many of the turn of the century

commercial and residential buildings. The town's population has grown to

over 5000, and new commercial developments have occurred both within the

downtown core and along Highway 27. lt is a vibrant community, and with

tourism and agriculture identified as main areas of growth for Alberta, Olds is

in an enviable position.

Olds College has historically provided an added cultural and economic

dimension to the town of Olds. Although the College is technically outside the

town limits, with Highway 2A acting as a visual and functional dividing line

between the two, negotiations are currently undenruay for the annexation of

the academic campus by the town.
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2.3 Ecological Factors

Olds is located in the Parkland eco-region of Alberta, a climatic and ecological

transition zone between the grassland environment and the boreal forest. The

region has a mean annual precipitation value of 450mm, two thirds of which

falls during the summer months. The temperature shows continental

characteristics with a large daily range of values and large annual variations.

The climate is marked by short cool-to-warm summers and long cold winters,

often interrupted by Chinooks, periods of sudden and dramatic warming

accompanied by strong westerly winds. The Chinooks make outdoor living

possible even during the winter months.

Olds has an elevation of 1041 meters. Climatic data for the area are as

follows:

TEMPERATURE
Annual average 2.7C
January -13.2
April 2.9
July 15.7
October 5.1

PRECIPITATION
Annual Average 488.0mm
Rain 353.2mm
Snow 1351.0mm

FROST FREE DAYS 1 09

HOURS OF SUNSHINE
FOR YEAR 2079.4

The Parkland region is characterized by its mixture of grassland, shrub

communities and aspen stands. The Parkland region represents one of the

most productive agricultural zones in Alberta. The land is typically flat to

gently rolling.
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3. HISTOR¡CAL EVOLUTION OF THE OLDS COLLEGE CAMPUS

ln 1905 the Province of Alberla was formed and with it the Departments of 
.

Education and Agriculture. ln 1912, with the aim of offering agricultural

education on a regional, decentralized basis, the Depaftment of Agriculture
purchased seven farms situated throughout the province on which to

demonstrate modern agricultural techniques to Alberta farmers. ln 1913, with

the help of federal funds, the department established Schools of Agriculture

on three of these farms: at Olds, at Vermillion and at Claresholm, and a Board

of Agricultural Education was created to supervise the operating of these

schools, whose purpose was to "provide practical training in agriculture to

farm boys and home economics courses for farm girls, with the goal of

educating farmers in modern agricultural methods and thereby increasing the

productivity of agriculture in the province". (Berghofer and Vladicka, 1980, p.

5)

The first buildings of the three agricultural schools were the original farm

buildíngs wíth school buildings added on that were in many cases identical in

design, for example, the Main Building at Olds was duplicated at both the

Vermillion School and at Claresholm. Other early buildings at Olds included

the farm manager's residence (later to become the principal's residence) and

the water tower. A seed shed, carpenter and blacksmith shop were built in

1915-16 as the college developed. (Two of the barns and the water tower are

the only existing original structures today.) Student housing at Olds was

provided by College-approved boarding houses in the Town of Olds. Later,

the College rented large houses in town and operated them, together with one

house on campus, as girls'dormitories while the boys continued to board in

town. Student enrollment during these early days at the three agricultural

colleges ranged between about 200 in 1913 to over 450 in 1920.

Agricultural education was affected by agricultural and economic conditions

and events during the period between the two wars. ln 1920, to further

decentralize the offering of agricultural programs the department created three

additional Schools of Agriculture at Raymond, Youngstown and Gleichen. But

paftly as a result of the succession of droughts in the mid-twenties and thifties,
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and partly because there was a lack of an effective coordinating government

body to superuise the schools (the Board of Agricultural Education had been

disbanded after a change in governing provincial political parties in 1921),

these schools experienced temporary or permanent closures: the Schools at

Olds and Vermillion were the onlytwo remaining agricultural schools by 1931.

During the 1920's much of today's landscape infrastructure was planted.

Several rows of white spruce were established as windbreaks and

demonstration plantings at the Prairie Farm Rehabilitation Act recommended

spacing of four feet. Some of the early Plant Science instructors were

responsible for bringing in tree species then uncommon on the prairies. An

apple and crabapple orchard was established on the north part of the college
property, and plantings of oak, larch, elm, spruce, douglas fir and several

crabapple varieties were introduced in the landscaping around the buildings.

Many of these trees still survive and can still be considered uncommon in this

area of Alberta.

ln 1927,200 bed students' residences were opened at Olds and Vermillion,

complete with a library, gymnasium, food center and administration facilities.

This greatly increased their attractivenss relative to the other schools, so

despite the government's attempts to decentralize, agricultural education was

focused in these two centers. Enrollments were low at the schools - the

Vermillion school was temporarily closed in 1933, and although the Olds

school continued to operate, no campus development was seen.

Olds College was the sole agricultural college during World War ll, since

Vermillion had been taken over by the Department of National Defence

during the war years. Agricultural education was further set back and

enrollment declined by over half, from 365 in 1938 to 166 in 1942.

However, toward the end of the war, the government showed a renewed

interest in agricultural education, and the Board of Agricultural Education was

re-estalished to supervise the agricultural schools at Olds, Vermillion (which

was reopened in 1945) and later Fairview (which was established in 1951 to

further decentralize agricultural education). lncreased mechanization of the
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farm business and industrial and agricultural requirements for skilled labor

changed both rural social structure and the requirements of agricultural

education. Alberta had experienced a general growth in industrialization and
mechanization as a response to the war and to the constructon of the Alaska
Highway, and in 1947 lhe oil boom began with the discovery of the Leduc oil

field. ln 1947 at the Olds School of Agriculture the beginning of a response to
these changes was seen in some new developments. The seed shed and
carpenters shed were removed and replaced by a heating plant building, and
a used air force hangar was relocated from Bowden to serue as the
mechanics building. However, due to changing conditions of rural life, such
as the higher costs of establishing a farming business and better opportunities
for other types of employment, a general trend towards urbanization and the
inability of the outdated programs and facilities to fulfill the educational needs,
enrollments at the three schools of agriculture declined, from close to 400 in
1953 to just over 200 in 1957. The low enrollments caused the per-student

operating costs of the colleges to soar, the physical plant was deteriorating

and there was serious consideration by the government to close the schools

or convert them to other uses. The agricultural schools were pressured to
reform and revitalize their administration and operations which had remained
basically unchanged for over forty years. At the same time as it was

recognized that there was a real need for change and adaptation, provincial

financial health together.wíth federal involvement in financing higher
education made significant expansion of the educational system economically
feasible. Although major reform of the agricultural school sector was not to
occur until the 1960's, post-secondary education in Alberta was to be

transformed.

New pressures for higher education and technological development were
generated, both by maturing 'baby-boomers' and by an influx of people

attracted by Alberta's continuing industrial and resource boom. However,

despite this growth, agricultural education was declining in the 1950's and a
period of review began. The Cameron Commission on Education in Alberta,

the first important discussion of the role of the colleges, made a number of
recommendations regarding post secondary education in Albefta, based on
principles of decentralization and coordination of services and regional
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administration. lt dealt with agricultural education in paft, noting that the

schools' programs had "not kept pace with modern needs", and

recommended a major reorganization of the Agricultural Schools including

their transformation into community colleges through both the expansion and

modernization of the agriculture courses and through the introduction of non-

agricultural vocational programs to increase enrollment of an expanded

clientele. Although its recommendations were neither completely endorsed

nor immediately followed, it provided an impetus for change.

At the Olds School of Agriculture, prompted by the loss of one of the original

buildings (a dual-purpose building which contained Animal Husbandry and

Field Husbandry) to fire in 1960, some capital development took place. A
faculty planning committee and the Department of Public Works collaborated

on the planning process for a new Plant Science Building. A concrete block

building, typical of the institutional architecture of the time, was opened in

March 1962, and within ayear or two was used to its limit. Additional office

space and greenhouses were added. (ln the 1980's several free-standing

structures were to be added to what became colloquially known as the "hort
ghetto", and it wasn't until 1989-90 that this overstretched building was to be

replaced). A similar concrete block structure for metal work replaced the old

blacksmith shop in 1965.

Some basic changes were also made to school policy affecting entrance

requirements and program structure. Home Economics as a program was
replaced by courses for women in stenography and sewing, and new courses
were developed to train students in various phases of agribusiness for off the

farm employment. The original Diploma course in Agriculture was replaced

with majors in Agriculture, Animal Science, Plant Science, Farm Management,

Mechanics, Agri-business and a separate Diploma course in Horticulture.

Enrollment increased almost threefold and included an increase in urban

students who brought with them urban attitudes and philosophies; however
the emphasis of education continued in agricultural programs and the majority

of students still came from and returned to the farm.
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Perhaps partly to symbolize the new orientation that the Agriculture Schools
were taking, a name change for the Schools of Agriculture and Home

Economics was approved by the government. ln 1963, an unofficial name

change to Olds Agricultural and Vocational College took place, highlighted by
the placing of a cairn by the Province of Alberta to commemorate both the

name change and the College's 50th anniversary. Despite the change of
name, the Agricultural and Vocational Colleges were still under the
jurisdiction of the Department of Agriculture rather than becoming an integral
part of the College system, as the Cameron Commission had recommended.

ln 1964 the student residences were surveyed to decide whether to renovate

or replace them. lt was decided to replace, since it was thought that the

estimated renovation work would have been excessive, and the capacity
inadequate to meet the existing and projected needs. lt is interesting to note

that the same residence building at Vermillion College was renovated, as a
survey found that it was economicaly sound to do so.

ln 1966 a Campus Long Range Plan was developed for the Government of
Alberta, Department of Public works by A. Dale and Associates along with
several engineering subconsultants. lt consisted of a survey of the campus
and emphasized engineering (water, sewer, etc.) services and needs, and
included a long range building development plan, based on forecasts of a
maximum student population of 500. The plan attempted to retain the
'informal, relaxed yet busy atmosphere of the existing campus' and a 'park-

like setting'was envisaged. Pedestrían access would be emphasized by
restricting vehicle traffic to service areas at the rears of the buildings. The
notion of separating the campus from the farm appeared in this report with the
idea of creating a buffer zone, with roads forming a'natural separation line

between the campus and the farm operations'. The plan called for a drastic
change to the College layout, function and appearance. lt recommended the
destruction of the old historic buildings including the Main Building and the
Residence - only two buildings, the Plant Sciences and Metals Buildings were
to remain - and their replacement with new buildings of urban architectural
character. The basis for these planning decisions is unclear - there is no

mention of college functional relationships or requirements, no reference to a
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historic perspective, no analysis of ecological considerations, and no real

mention of the place of the farm within the college function and structure. Yet

it essentially called for the razing of most of the significant buildings on

campus, construction of many new buildings which were urban in flavor, a
realignment of the roads and interior circulation and a pushing back of the

farm from the academic buildings.

But as unclear as the rationale for many of the recommendations may be

today, this study typified in many ways the development trends that were

widespread in Norlh America at that time. Other equally important factors

were the cultural and social attitudes and pressures of this time. The

'progressive' move towards industrialization and mechanization demanded

modern structures and perhaps saw the old ways and forms as archaic

reminders of another age, so saw no need to conserue the existing structures

or preserve the historic dimension of the College. lt has been argued that this

newness is a fundamental symbol of our culture, representing the progress

that took place in pioneer North America only through the conquest and

organization of the land and that became entrenched as part of our aesthetic

sense. (Erickson, 1968) Perhaps as well, with the move towards expanding

the clientele beyond the traditional rural student, the College may have been

eager to shed its 'cow-college' image.

Somewhat later an architect of the Department of Public Works was appointed
'campus planner' and he modified the 1966 plans. Changes were in campus

layout rather than the total requirements, however several of the

recommendations from the 1966 report were actualized and a number of the
buildings were constructed. ln 1966 a new Animal Science Building was

opened, offering room for the livestock classes which had been held under
very poor conditions since the time of the fire in 1960. lt was the first of the

new buildings to be designed by a private architect, the firm of A. Dale, and

incorporated such 'innovations' as brick and stone facing, in contrast with the
concrete block government buildings. With the new buildings came both

destruction of some of the old landscape and additions of plant material in the
new landscaping around the buildings. The newly established Horticulture
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Program influenced the development of the landscape as new instructors

became involved with plant material selection and installation.

ln i 967 the Agricultural and Vocational Colleges Act officially renamed the

colleges, and redefined the administration and role of the public colleges.

The colleges were removed from school board control to become provincially

supported and administered institutions.

ln 1968 construction of a new residence complex was completed and the old

residence demolished. The new complex included accommodations for 500

students, food seruice facilities, library, gyrnnasium, health seruices office,

Dean's suites and a chapel. A new heating plant was also completed in 1968,

also designed by A. Dale. (lt was recently replaced by individual heating

systems and was refurbished in 1989 for use by new leather work courses.)

The original Main Building had a 'great deal of historic significance for the

community as well as for staff and students.' When an Administration and

Academic Building was planned to replace it, 'the good deal of nostalgia

generated was met by constructing a scale model for display in the new

building.' (Birdsall 1975) Some faculty teaching at the college at that time

have described how they were prohibited from saving even laboratory

equipment or distinctive architectural trim from the buildings as reminders of
the 'old days'. The offical opening of the new building, Duncan Marshall
place, took place in March 1970, and the Main Building was demolished,

although it was apparently structurally sound and was not physically in the

way of the new construction. Planning for a new Agricultural Mechanics

Building, the W. J. Elliott Building designed by architect E. Proppe of Calgary,

started early in 1968 with construction beginning near the end of 1969 and the
official opening taking place in March 1971.

Between 1961 and 1973 attention was given to roads, sidewalks and

landscaping, required as the original building and road configuration was

modified. The interior of the campus was developed primarily for pedestrians

and new sidewalks were constructed reflecting the new emerging circulation

routes. Many of the original trees were left standing in the campus interior and
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although they no longer serued their original functions such as lining the main

entry road, they provided a sense of history and continuity that the modern

buildings did not.

ln 1970 "Agricultural and Vocational" was dropped from the names of Olds

College, Fairuiew College and Vermillion College. lt was hoped to change

the image again by removing the negative stigma attached to the notion of

'vocational training' and symbolize the comparable nature of the colleges'
programs and facilities with those of the technical-vocational sections of the

public colleges. ln 1971, the 36 - year old Social Credit parly was defeated in

the provincial election, and the Conservative party gained control, taking

action to integrate the agricultural colleges into the college system by

transfering their administration to a new Department of Advanced Education

and Manpower, ending 58 years under the Department of Agriculture. The

trend away from strictly agricultural education was increased with a

community college concept being brought fonryard again and the capability to

deliver Continuing Education courses and programs introduced.

ln June of 1975 a Development Plan was adopted whereby several of the

farm buildings, including two original barns, were moved east to allow for

campus expansion, Reference is made in a later Alberta Housing and Public

Works Long Range Development Plan to an agreement in the 1975 Plan to

move "all non-academic buildings" out of the campus area and develop an

enlarged farmstead east of the campus. As the Animal Science Department

expanded, the'old grey barn'was altered to accommodate horse husbandry

and artificial insemination programs. This barn was relocated to make room

for a new Farrier/Artifical lnsemination Building which was constructed on that
site during 1977. As well, in 1977 a new 60-cow free stall dairy barn with

several silos was opened.

ln 1977 a Long Range Development Plan was prepared for the College by

Alberïa Housing and Public Works Design and Development Branch, Calgary.

This study was based on the current full time student population of 600 and a

clientele of over 1500 students in continuing education courses. lt was

expected that enrollment would increase to 750 full time students, that
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enrollment in short term courses would increase significantly, and that the
forseeable projected enrollment would be 1000, which today seems to have

been accurate and realistic. The college mission at that time was "to provide

up-to-date career oriented courses and programs with major emphasis upon

agricultural service, management and marketing (or merchandising)." The
philosophy of the college was "education to earn a living and education to live

a life". ln addition to pure agriculture courses, Olds College provided a
number of liberal arts and academic development programs, business
programs including fashion merchandising technology and secretarial arts, as
well as continuing education courses and community services and programs

"designed to meet the needs of the agricultural and rural people of Alberta."

The focus was still clearly agriculture, with continuing education and applied

research being other recognized worthwhile functions of the college. lt was
expected that there would be no major shifts in program emphasis nor

addition of a wide variety of new programs - the emphasis on agricultural

education was to be maintained although applied research would increase as

the agricultural industry became aware of the college's capability to do

research. The college's role was seen as a "provincial and regional special
purpose agricultural college".

By this time the college property consisted of 1280 acres, 80 of which were

used for campus, farmstead and plots. The 1977 Plan set out a number of

objectives addressing function and integration of the farm and the campus.

The farm was used primarily to support instruction, with horticultural plots

suppot'ting the Plant Science programs. The study recommended that farm

facilities be moved further away from the campus partly to meet the newly

determined environmental standards and codes. lt also made

recommendations regarding drainage on the farmstead, landscaping

including the planting of shelterbelts, and circulation, parking and other
utilities and seruices. Program needs at that time indicated that some facilities

should be expanded - the Plant Science building had for some time been
inadequate to meet the increasing number of students and the increasing

technological requirements of the programs. The new library had been

inadequate for some time and there were new plans for a Learning Resource

Center to be built south of the heating plant. The other academic buildings
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were thought to be adequate with the expansion to the existing buildings

handling any increasing demands. The residence was inadequate with the

food service area too small and congested and the recreation facilities and
gymnasium were inadequate; married students accomodations were also

needed.

The 1977 Development Plan was largely conceptual - there was no detailed

design proposed but it provided some good general guídelines. No major

departures from how the college was actually developing were made and

although the objectives and planning principles were sound and in keeping

with the college mandate, it accepted the1966 Development Plan as providing

a good framework for future development and did not question the

recommendations, including the idea of creating a "buffer zone" between the

campus and the farm.

ln 1978 Olds College (as well as Fairuiew, Keyano and Lakeland Colleges)

changed from a Provincially Administered lnstitution to a college administered
by a Board of Governors and President, continuing the provincial trend for
expanding institutional autonomy.

ln 1979 the new Board of Governors of Olds College commissioned a

planning study by the Chandler Kennedy Architectural Group to "review the
previous planning studies in light of current needs and to prepare a report

setting down guidelines for shott and long term development". Regarding the

1977 study, it was thought that there were "a number of questions raised and

areas left requiring further and more detailed study before development could

take place". lt is interesting to note that the farm was omitted from this study; it

was felt it had been covered adequately in the 1977 study.

The objectives of the 1979 study seem to have been fairly sound - they
planned to include an examination of the relationship between the campus

and the educational programs, a relationship between campus planning and
the community, and the development of an implementation strategy.

However, the general recommendations were focused more on the

development of new construction projects, with only the recommendations for
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the development of a main entrance at the south end of campus, revisions to
the loop road and development of the "mature landscaped area" in the center
of the campus as the "focus of the College" relating to overall campus

development, and even these recommendations were predicated on the
construction of new buildings, which ultimately were not built when or where
planned. Furthermore, the only part of the study that related to a
strengthening of the connection with the community was mention that
recreation facilities and possibly the Learning Resource Center could be joint

use facilites. The development and road reconfigurations were based on a
potential student enrollment of 2,000 students, which was twice that
suggested by the 1977 study.

Campus and farm upgrading were attended to by the new College Board of
Governors and President. ln 1978 extensive work was done to the recreation
fields and three tennis courts, two ball diamonds and three golf greens were
constructed. ln 1979 farm development continued with the construction of a
few farm sheds, the moving of two buildings, and general renovations.

Drainage was improved and an additional dugout was constructed. An

extensive shelterbelt planting program took place during the early 1g80's,
helped in part by government grants for wildlife habitat establishment.

Several rows of mixed species were planted along the major approach roads
to the college and along the perimeter of some of the fields.

Pressures for expanded facilites had been increasing, and to address the
needs for space, in 1979 the Library moved from the second floor of the
residence to the old Dairy Barn which had been enlarged by the addition of a
double wide trailer. ln 1980 the two greenhouses associated with the Plant

Science Building were connected and several hoop houses and a small solar
greenhouse were constructed, increasing the greenhouse capabilities of a still
expanding Horticulture program.

ln 1981 an Olds College Development Plan was prepared by the Olds
College Role and Mandate Committee, with participation by a number of
individuals representing various college constituencies. lt was a fairly
detailed document that outlined the College Mission Statements, discussed
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the role of the College, and set down some directions for the future, projected

to 1985. lt seemed to be an attempt to consolidate this information internally

for the benefit of the institution which was in transition from a Provincially

Administered lnstitution to a self-governing institution under a Board of

Governors and President.

The Mission Statement at that time was articulated in this way: "The primary

mission of Olds College is to provide education, training and seruice for
agriculture. The College has a further role in other non-urban land-based

renewable resource programs, and other disciplines, relevant to the needs of
the greater community." A subtle but important change in the College

mandate appears, as it is implied that Olds College could become more
general in its scope of programs and that it could begin to serve as a type of

community college. The study forecasted more than doubling of enrollment,

from 589 full time equivalents in 1979to 1380 in 1985, and predictedthatthe
Town of Olds population would grow to 10,000 by 1991; estimates of building

space requirements and capital projects were based these figures. This type
of ambitious planning was coherent with the Alberta oil boom during the early
1980's, during which time the province saw unprecedented growth. The

College planned on becoming a "community college" by developing the
following facilites: community library, community theatre, physical recreation

facilites, childrens library center, cable tv studios, academic expansion, and
extensive farm development.

ln the same year, a Farmstead Masterplan was prepared by the Chandler
Kennedy Architectural Group, in consultation with several Olds College

committees and individuals involved with the Olds College Farm. The need

for this study was predicated on the realization that the farm no longer
conveyed to producers and visitors the image of successful agriculture; the
physical facilites had deteriorated "below that achieved on many commercial
farms in the province", and were inadequate for the use the programs

demanded of them. The farm was considered an integral part of the College

as it was still needed to teach students both management techniques and

applied agricultural research. lt was affirmed that "without the farm, Olds

College would lack credibility".
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Gommittees were formed for each farm enterprise, who worked to upgrade
and revitalize the facilites which in some cases were primitive and extremely
out of date. Out of this study came statements of renewed commitment - to
applied research, to demonstration, and to hands-on teaching, and many
recommendations of a detailed nature regarding each farm enterprise.

However, during the early 1980's, despite repeated requests from Olds

College, funding from the government for capital development was not given.

Although the province was enjoying a major economic boom, the ambitious
plans at Olds College would not yet be coming to fruition. Problems facing the
Board at that time included inadequate, obsolete or non-existent facilities
related to the farmstead, learning resource center, residence and recreation
facilities. This situation, in which teaching, demonstration and research, as
well as the actual production of the tarm, were not in keeping with modern
efficient agricultural practices was seen as contributing to problems of

credibility to students, producers and visitors.

The overall design concept envisioned by the recent Masterplans was one
that would create an attractive farmstead and "provide an appropriate
interface with the academic campus in order to achieve the desired farmstead
image", one of an efficient, successful and up-to-date operation. The plans

depicted a landscaped buffer area along which the farm enterprises would
present a public face. The "park-like buffer area" with pedestrian routes
Iinking the farm with the academic campus was thought to be necessary to
"give the farm identity and presence". A major feature of the landscaped area
was to be a large retention pond - the water was to be aereated and filtered for
use on the farm. An agricultural pavillion and a pioneer farm were to be
located ín this area as well. Exterior and interior signage, fencing and lighting
were also addressed as ways of integrating the various and visually diverse
farm and campus components.

However a review of some of these components suggests that the image that
was created diverged significantly from the objectives. The idea of having the
farm enterprises face a "front street" was sound from the perspective of
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organizing the farm so that it could be easily accessed and easily viewed by
the public. The landscaped buffer, however, would only further isolate the
farm as the character of the academic campus was pushed out against the
edge of the farmstead. Over the next few years some of these concepts were
realized.

ln August 1982 the Olds College Development Plan Facilites Update was
prepared by an internal committee. lt reiterated the aims and ideals of the
Board of Governors, which considered agricultural education and "other
disciplines relevant to the needs of the greater community" its mission, and
addressed itself to capital requirements, reflecting the intent to become a
Community College. However, the continued importance of the farm in the
instructional process was recognized and the upgrading and development
that had been recommended in the 1981 Farmstead Masterplan was further
refined. ln 1983 the farm/classroom connection was strengthened with the
introduction of the Farm Enterprise concept which would continue to facilitate
student use of the farm facilities in a cost-efficient manner. To address the
problems of waste handling related to the intensive farm operations, the
College acquired the Harvestore Waste Management System in 1983, which
further modernized the farm and introduced direct industry involvement on

campus in this joint venture operation.

However, no campus expansion was to occur for a number of years as the
College was repeatedly turned down by the government in its requests for
capital development, despite demonstrated and overdue need for expanded
facilities for the library, plant science programs, recreation and housing. The
Library and Plant Science had already expanded into trailers and old farm
buildings and in January 1982, the existing residence capacity having been
exceeded, three Atco trailers were brought on campus to serue as additional
residence space. (With the construction in 1986 of the Learning Resource
Center in the space occupied by the trailers they were removed. lt was found
that there were more accomodations for students in town than was earlier
assumed, so there was no further need for the extra residence space.) The
image of the College declined as these ad hoc structures detracted from the
idea of Olds College as a modern educational institution.
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ln 1984, following changes in administrative personnel, including the

president, there was a change in the way that the college appealed to the
government for capital development. Olds College revised its message to

focus on the economic importance of agriculture provincially, nationally and

internationally, and positively restated its position within a provincial plan for
agricultural education. "Big A" Agriculture was the message that was carried

throughout the province, reflected in the refined College mission which now

stated the following: "The primary mission of Olds College is to provide

current quality education, training and services for people who are involved

directly and indirectly in agricultural endeavors." The implications were that
Olds College was returning to its historical purpose and place within the

educational system and would be concentrating on delivering quality

programs in its area of specialization - agriculture.

Although the College had a new focus, the only development plans were

those reflecting a previous thrust, that of becoming an urbanized community

college. So, when new construction took place, it did so within the context of

these ideas, although they were now somewhat outdated. ln 1984 a new

Swine Facility and a 300 ewe facility were constructed south of the dairy. The

farm enterprises were realigned so that they now generally faced onto a

common spine which still serues as a major road for service, farm and visitor

vehicles. lt was recognized that "historic farm construction techniques have

evolved to produce a new aesthetic that is more industrial in nature", and it

was affirmed that "the Olds College Farm is a statement about the nature of

agriculture in Alberta", so new farm enterprises were constructed to reflect

modern practices. Farm buildings added at this time were based on modern

techniques, and were built as frame buildings with metal or vinyl siding in

Haruest Gold color. Because of this more industrial nature of some of the farm

enterprises, in which the animals are constantly confined indoors and not

visible to the public, legibility as agriculture was decreased. This was further
diminished by the new landscaping around some of the farm buildings that
was more representative of urban or suburban developments than of modern

agricultural enterprises. The proposed developments to the central area

between the campus and the farm envisioned in the 1981 study were not
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completely realized; although the pioneer farm and the agricultural pavillion

would have been an appropriate, practical and effective transition between

the farm and the campus, aspects such as the pond would not have been

appropriate for Olds College and would not have been representative of the

values and image of rural agriculture.

As well at this time, new electrical services, storm and sewage drainage and

waste transport systems were instituted as part of the Province's Farmstead

Upgrading Program, and the farm became more efficient and modernized.

During 1986 the College Arena and Beef Facility was constructed which

expanded the farmstead and moved it further away from the academic

campus. These facilties soon became heavily used, both by the College and

by outside groups.

ln keeping with its renewed agricultural focus, Olds College hosted the
lnternational Plowing Match in May of 1986. Associated with this event were

the construction of a new major access road to the south of the recreation

fields, the destruction of a few groves of trees, as well as significant increases

in public awareness of Olds College, both locally and internationally.

The college and the town had at one time the intention of building a joint use

library and cultural center, something that had been identified as a necessity

by both groups for many years. Progress was slow and since funding was

apparently not forthcoming from the government, the Town of Olds built a

library on their own in town. However funding was finally approved for a

college library and in March 1987 the new Learning Resource Center and

Student AIumni Center were opened on campus, replacing the old dairy barn

and trailer that had been serving as the library for some years. The

architectural design of the buildings was based on agricultural images and

themes, and was situated so that the main spine of the building, faced with

large windows on both ends, visually and symbolically connected the farm

and the academic campus. However, the site development associated with

this building did not contribute to this concept. The landscape forms and

materials did not relate to the architectural elements, and did not provide an
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effective visual or functional connection with the rest of the campus, so the
opportunities of this development were not optimized.

Few changes to the farmstead occurred in the mid-1980's. ln 1988 industry

involvement on campus was increased with the construction of the Greenleaf
Project to process and market manure from the farm enterprises, and the old
foaling barn east of the Farrier-Artificial lnsemination Lab was destroyed to
make room for parking and access. The area between the academic campus
and the farm, desígnated as a "buffer zorìe" in the earlier studies, had now
become two very large parking lots and a very large empty lot, which served to
separate the two areas visually, functionally and spacially.

A new Land Sciences Center to house Horticulture, Agronomy, Floristry, Land
Agents and Landscape Gardener Apprenticeship Programs is under
construction at the north end of the campus and is scheduled for completion in
1990. Architecturally it resembles the Learning Resources Center. To make
way for the building, the nursery was relocated from the horticultural plots to
the farm, one of the spruce windbreaks was destroyed and horticultural plot

space was displaced.

Planning is in progress for an Aqua-Leisure Center, a joint town and college
venture. Preliminary planning for this building suggests that it will be sited at
the south end of the campus, connected to the existing residence and
gymnasium.
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4, FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS OF THE OLDS COLLEGE CAMPUS
(1e88)

There are a great many functions of, and within, the Olds College campus. lt
is necessary to understand the ways in which these elements utilize the

facilities and spaces prior to recommending any changes or interventions.

The following functions have been analysed and mapped:

- lnstruction - regular full-time programs
- Extension programs
- Research
- Agricultural production
- Housing
- Social
- Recreation
- Alumni activities
- Historic landmarks
- Community service
- Parking, storage and access
- Campus maintenance and service
- Presence in Town

The information for the functional analysis was gathered by direct observation,

through discussion with individuals and groups associatied with the various

functions and by review of various Olds College and Town of Olds

publications. lt was then synthesized and graphically illustrated on maps.

The circulation patterns of pedestrians and vehicles related to each separate

function were included on the appropriate maps.

The information was plotted onto one of two base maps: a plan view of the

entire campus, or an axonometric view of the academic campus and farm

enterprises.

It is impoftant to note that the functional analysis is only relevant for the period

during which it was performed. Conditions can be expected to change since

dynamism is a characteristic of all colleges, therefore the functional analysis

must be updated periodically to help in identifying issues and opportunities for
development.
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5. THE DECISION MAKING PROCESS RELATED TO CAMPUS
PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT

5.1 Historical Evolution of the Campus Planning Process

Decisions regarding the physical environment of Olds College are a reflection

of the values of the time and result in the creation of the cultural and historical

landscape. A review of the evolution of the decision-making process as it

relates to the campus is as important as is the history of the development of

the physical campus and programs in understanding the current issues as

well as the opportunities for change.

The authority for campus development and maintenance was the

responsibility of various government departments and individuals through the

early years, with grounds maintenance being a responsibility of the College

administration through its entire history. The early campus area was cleared

from heavy willow brush and some of the earliest grounds work was done by

the first students, who report spending some of their time "picking roots and

levelling the grounds, part of which was used for a football field".

(Birdsall,1978, p. 59) lnitially, college roads and parking lots developed

organically, in response to gradual expansion and development, and

landscaping was done by College personnel. Horticulture had a place in the

instructional programs from the beginning and so landscaping and grounds

maintenance was a "logical responsibility of the horticulturist or the

horÏiculture division of each College". (Birdsall, 1975, p.207) Many of the

trees planted during the 1920's by Arthur Kemp, an early plant science

instructor, are still in existence on campus; additional plant material was

added by various horticulture staff through the years and a good instructional

resource developed.

For the first fifty years of its existence, the development of the Olds College

campus was slow, with buildings being added in response to program needs

and with roadways developing organically according to established

circulation routes. After the program restructuring in the early 1960's, it was

evident that the physical campus required updating. To guide its physical

development, the College commissioned the preparation of a number of
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Masterplans as it expanded, the first in 1966 by a private architectural firm;

the physical image and functional relationships of the College were to change

dramatically as a result of this plan. Regarding campus planning processes

taking place in North America at this time, the concern was expressed by Scott

Consultants, a firm in the business of planning, design and development, that
"the approach of architects in campus planning was often superficial and their

solutions simplistic. The establishment of strategies for the development of a

campus is an extremely complex process requiring many types of specialized

knowledge, all carefully orchestrated. Universities and colleges often

compound the problem by expecting their consultants, architects or planners

to take on responsiblities they themselves should assume." (Scott, 1969, p.

36) With possibly the exception of the 1981 Farmstead Master Plan, there
was not a great deal of involvement by College personnel in the first or in
subsequent masterplans, and only a brief and superficial analysis of campus

and farm function was performed. Some of the planning that was done

appears now to have been socially, culturally and environmentally insensitive.

But these plans were accepted as providing the basis for subsequent

development and constituted the framework around which more detailed

planning was done.

When major re-landscaping became necessary as the campus was rebuilt

beginning in the 1960's, the Department of Public Works became involved.

Landscape plans were developed co-operatively between College faculty and

landscape architects in the DPW with the actual re-landscaping carried out by

College personnel. At the end of the decade suggestions were coming

fonruard that grounds maintenance should become a responsibility of the

Physical Plant Division of the DPW, however to "safeguard the horticulture

instructional aspects of the College" related to the campus landscape, it

continued to fall under the Plant Science and did not become part of the

Physical Plant operation. (Birdsall 1975, p. 208)

When Olds College became a more autonomous institution in 1978, the Board

of Governors worked to develop ways to effectively handle the development of

the campus, the connection with the government design and planning

personnel having been severed. The Farm Committee and the Campus
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Planning Committee were two such bodies that were created to handle this
function and at one time (around 1982) there was also in existence a Grounds

Development Sub-Committee, made up of administrators, the physical

resource managers (including the first non-faculty full-time Grounds Foreman)

and the Plant Science Department Head, and reporting to the Board of

Governors. The Board had in 1980 and 1981 approved significant funds for
landscape development and the Grounds Development Sub-Committee

made several recommendations regarding the disposition of the funds,

including tree replacement, development of the dugouts for recreational

skating, development of a picnic/barbecue area south of the residence,

rebuilding of the golf greens, installation of a campus irrigation system and

upgrading of the shelterbelts.

As the campus grew in size and complexity, the responsibilities of the

Grounds Foreman, now called the Grounds Manager, also increased and the
position's function became more remote from instruction. Although the
grounds area was officially connected to the Plant Science Department, the

integration of planting programs with instructional needs depended more on

informal channels of communication.

During the 1980's there had been several significant changes to the College's

layout and physical environment, such as the addition of the Learning

Resources Center, the Arena and the Beef Facility and the construction of the

south access road for the Plowing Match. The work of several groups and
processes was used in planning of these new facilities, and it was found that
the siting of the buildings with respect to the Campus Development Plan didn't
work. An example was the Learning Resources Center which was built as a
free-standing structure in the south part of the academic campus, but which

was to have been an addition to Duncan Marshall Place according to the

Campus Development Plan. lt was recognized that the plan was largely
obsolete and could no longer be accurately applied and with the rearticulation
of the college mission the plan also no longer accurately reflected the strong

agricultural values of the institution.
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By late 1986 the Campus Planning Committee was no longer in existence,

and the Grounds Development Sub-Committee was also defunct. Decisions

regarding campus development and the design and planning of the

landscape now frequently fell, somewhat by default, into the physical resource

areas of the Farm, Grounds and Campus Facilities who had begun to operate

more autonomously. Given the developing complexity of the College, and in

the absence of a relevant plan and with no effective decision-making process

that would integrate the work, there occurred many instances of poor

coordination and communication and many missed oppoftunities.

With the development of courses in horticultural practices and the introduction

of the Landscape Gardener Apprenticeship Program, the needs for on-

campus practical landscape construction projects increased. During the first

half of the 1980's there were no major building projects on campus for these

courses to take advantage of, however smaller projects were undertaken,

such as installation of walkways, tree and shrub planting, and landscaping

around some of the farm buildings. Design of these additions to the

landscape was done by the individual instructors and decisions regarding

plant material were made by informal communication between instructors,

instructional assistants and the Grounds Manager. With the construction of

the Learning Resource Genter, the College had, as had often been done in

the past, employed the seruices of a professional landscape architect for the

site planning and landscape design; however any process to integrate this
planning with the actual construction by the Grounds area was not effective as

meanwhile the Grounds area had prepared and then implemented their own

landscape plans. Further compounding this was a change in Grounds

Managers during the landscape development so that the landscape was

designed in two dissimilar styles, since there were no guidelines regarding

landscape development. The result is a significant building that is not

effectively linked to the campus, which is surrounded by two separate

landscapes. Several smaller projects implemented by the physical resource

areas have subsequently taken place that can further illustrate the lack of

coordination and the need for a comprehensive process of campus

development.
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ln 1987 a Campus Planning Committee was formed, as it was recognized that
some coordination and discussion was required, but this coordination did not

occur. lt also struggled with an attempt to define its mandate and with its
perceived isolation and ineffectiveness in the decision making process, and

by early 1989 it was essentially non-operational.

Presently, decisions regarding the landscape are being made by numerous

individuals, groups and committees, and although there are processes to
coordinate these decisions and provide checks to ensure that the decisions
and their implementation are of a uniform and appropriate character and
quality, they are not effective.
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5.2 lssues and Opportunitles

The review of the evolution of the decision-making process and the physical

form of the College raises a number of issues and suggests that opportunities

exist for the development of a more effective process for the design and

development of the campus. The creation and perpetuation of a cultural and

historic landscape that is an effective expression of the educational function

and agricultural context is a responsibility of the College that needs to be

continually addressed. Environmental design issues such as circulation,

signage, and landscape design have sometimes been viewed as having only

an ornamental function, so the design process used to achieve campus

development has at times been deficient with design decisions being

relegated to those whose skills lie in areas other than environmental design.

The result of this type of development significantly detracts from the image of

the college.

Design decisions being made by numerous individuals and without some kind

of decision-making process or framework is a piecemeal approach to campus

development. At best it may result in a somewhat disjointed collection of

spaces reflecting many individual tastes and levels of expertise. At worst,

actual damage to the operation and image of the college can occur. A certain

degree of frustration and ineffectiveness is experienced by College personnel

and campus users when responsibilities for the landscape are not clear and

where the landscape ís subject to change and modification by many

individuals according to their individual needs and styles and outside an

accepted planning process. The gradual accumulation of piecemeal acts will

create many mistakes of organization, twisted relationships and missed

opportunities.

ln the absence of a clear and comprehensive development plan that provides

guidelines regarding form and quality, and without an effective decision-

making process that integrates the people with the plan, decision-making

regarding design and implementation is fragmented. The Masterplan has

been the conventional way of approaching this issue. The Masterplan

attempted to set down enough guidelines to provide coherence in the
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environment as a whole and still leave freedom for individual buildings and

open spaces to adapt to local needs. Nearly every campus has one - Olds

College has had several. The Masterplan is a kind of 'map'which portrays the

campus as it ought to be, in the eyes of the planners, but it usually fails

because it creates totalitarian order, established by somewhat remote

professionals, that is impractical and impossible to follow explicitly, so the plan

is abandoned and considered to be obsolete. ln fact it is obsolete, because it

cannot adapt to change. The Masterplan often alienates the users, since with

a map that poftrays the campus landscape as being already complete, they
have very little input. The usefulness of Masterplans depends on accurate

long-term predictions of growth, a constant adminstrative and academic

structure and a set of undivided social and academic goals around which a
physical environment can be molded, a situation that is uncommon since

campuses and College processes are dynamic. Olds College has had

experience with Masterplans that have become obsolete, at least in part, as

economic, social, political or adminstrative conditions changed. Of additional

concern is that Masterplans usually deal only with macro-level development

and broad concepts. Equally important are the day-to-day micro-level

decisions that cumulatively build the landscape; too often Masterplans do not

describe how these decisions should be guided.

A more appropriate method of landscape development is by means of a
process that enables the college to draw its order not from a fixed and finite

map of the future, but from a more flexible conceptual plan. lt is a process in

which change is anticipated and where the function of the landscape is

continually evaluated, and where input from the college community is utilized.

Through this process, a landscape will eventually be shaped that is more

relevant to the dominant culture of agricultural education at Olds College.
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5.3 Development of a Campus Planning and Design Process

5.3.1 Development of Value Statements

Olds College's mandate has always been to provide hands-on agricultural

education, with landscape and farm enterprises being an integral part of the

instructional base. The College Mission Statement is an expression of this
function and is more than just a statement of purpose. lt provides the basis

from which all other decisions and values can be derived, including those to
do with the campus. Currently the College Mission Statement is as follows:

The primary mission of Olds College is to provide current quality
education, training and services for people who are involved
directly and indirectly in agricultural endeavors.
(CRISP document, page 4)

Recognizing that the Olds College physical environment is an important

instructional resource, and that it is important in conveying information about

the college and in creating its image, a series of value statements, derived

from the Mission Statement and CRISP document, can be developed that
describe how this mandate can be translated in terms of the landscape.

1. The instructional function of the campus should be optimized.

2. Agriculture, Olds College's primary differentiating strength,
should be visible, legible and accessible.

3. Olds College has been built on tradition and is celebrating
seventy-five years as a practical training and learning institution.
This fourth dimension - historic continuity - should be enhanced
and made more visible.

5.3.2 The Planning and Design Process

The value statements should be used as the reference point for all campus
planning decisions. Of critical imporlance to appropriate landscape

development is an ongoing process to guide the planning and design

decisions that will facilitate and coordinate campus development, while

continually feeding back to the College mission and value statements. lt is
already recognized that the development of high quality programs and
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courses of instruction result from the work of informed, qualified, competent

and caring individuals. The same process should be applied to the physical

development of the campus. Olds College recognizes the value of

consultative decision-making (CRISP Document, p. 3); consequently the

process by which the physical environment is planned and evaluated should

include involvement from various College constituencies. Campus planning

and landscape architecture, as with building architecture, involve a process of

problem solving that requires specific analysis and design skills, so a design

professional, who is trained to make objective design decisions within an

environmental and cultural context, and who has the ability to identify where

consultation with other areas is necessary, is important in the process so that

development requirements, issues and ideas can be most appropriately

translated into physical form and image. Although design decisions should

not be made independently by those responsible for instruction,

implementation, administration or by students or other users, they should

neither be made in isolation by a remote professional. A process should be

developed to ensure the coordinated involvement of the College community

and of designers that will achieve the most effective development of the

campus.

5.3.3 Development of a Conceptual Plan

It has been argued that a Masterplan is not the most effective way to achieve

appropriate campus form; a more flexible Conceptual Plan, based on current

and anticipated issues, translated in terms of the value statements, should be

developed to provide a guide regarding future development and to provide

the framework around which detailed planning and design decisions can be

made. The Conceptual Plan should be prepared by a design professional in

consultation with the College community after an up-to-date inventory and

analysis of the campus functional components has been performed. Growth
predictions, economic factors and current needs and issues are

considerations, and since it is recognized that these factors will change over
time, the conceptual plan should be periodically reviewed and updated.
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5.3.4 The Campus Planning Committee

The Olds College Mission Statement acknowledges the value of collaborative

decision making. A collaborative approach will be the most effective and

reliable method of achieving a functional and high quality landscape at Olds

College. lt recognizes that there are various constituents within the College

structure with unique and specialized abilities who have an important stake in

campus function and image

Some degree of input or information exchange is necessary from the policy

and image makers of the college (Board of Governors and administration), the

users of the landscape (primarily instructors and students ) and the

implementers of the landscape (physical resource managers) to achieve

effective design and to serve as a feedback mechanism.

A standing committee composed of representatives from these areas together

with a design professional should constitute the working team that will meet to

deal with specific requirements and issues. The campus planning committee

will gain experience in the process as time passes, so membership on the

committee should be carefully determined. To make sure that this team can

function, it is necessary to establish an upper limit on the size of the group,

fixed at no more than six or eight permanent members. lt is impossible to

have a working team with each member playing a real part if the group

becomes much larger. Core members of this team should be:

- Administration, representing the mission and mandate of the institution.

Participation of the group charged with policy-development and decision-

making serves as a check to ensure that campus development is coherent

with the College image and to provide information on changing policies and

values.

- lnstruction, to ensure that the campus facilitates instruction and reflects

what is taught in the classroom. Participation of users in the design process

results in a higher level of fit between the needs of the users (in this case

instructors and students) and the product (the campus as an instructional
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resource). The instructional member(s) should be selected from those who

have the greatest involvement with the campus physical resources.

- lmplementation, or the physical resources of the campus (grounds,

campus facilities and farm) used for ínstructional and other supporting

functions. Par"ticipation of the three physical resource managers (the Farm

Manager, the Grounds Manager and the Facilities Manager) is imporTant in

determining design solutions that will be efficient to build and maintain. They

have had experience in working with the campus and are an irreplacable

source of information regarding both the current functional level of the

landscape and problems encountered in previous construction and

maintenance. (Some small projects can be continued to be handled by the
physical resource managers, but must go through a feedback loop of planning

committee review for information and to ensure that they are done within the

scope of the value statements.)

- Design protessional, to guide the design and planning process, to
synthesize the information and issues brought forward by administration,

instruction, physical resource managers and others into physical design
proposals, to translate administrative directives into detailed design, to

communicate landscape development plans graphically, to interface with

other design consultants that might be retained by the college and to provide

supervision and inspection services of campus development projects. The

selection of the design professional to participate in this process is critical to
its effectiveness. Olds College's programs and mandate relate very clearly to
agriculture, landscape and the environment, and less to building architecture

or engineering functions, therefore an environmental design professional

would best address those issues and relate them to an overall development
process, although other professionals such as architects, engineers or
agricultural professionals would continue to be consulted when required.

Although many larger colleges and universities have included design and

planning departments in their structure, Olds College is not of the size that

would require or justify a separate department, however there are a number of

ways to obtain the needed design expertise in a way that is appropriate to the

size and requirements of OIds College. The College could retain the services
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of a consultant to be involved with the planning and design process on a

regular and ongoing basis, or could add to the existing structure a design

professional (pañ-time or shared position) or could utilize existing expertise of

College faculty.

ln addition to the core members, the committee should also include visiting or

consulting members, such as students or individuals representing some

special interest group or area on campus such as alumni, student services,

recreation, etc., as it is vital to invite people in on an ad hoc basis to work out

some part of the process or plan. But it is necessary to utilize consulting

members only with respect to the areas that affect them. People will take part

in a planning process only if they are assured that their input is attended to

and if they feel responsible for their environment, and they feel responsible

only if they can identify the parts of the environment that belong to them.

The campus planning committee would work within an accepted process

continually referencing back to the value statements which would serve as a

feedback mechanism to ensure that development proceeds in accordance

with the College mission. lt would tie in to the existing planning process of

Olds College:

1. Long Range Planning would occur on a five year cycle and would coincide

with the Capital Planning Process. lt would require Board of Governors

approval and would be parl of the formal submission to the Department of

Advanced Education and Manpower. The Value Statements would also be

reviewed by the Board and the Committee to ensure their ongoing relevance

to the College Mission.

2. Annual Planning would occur in synchrony with the College Annual

Budget. lt would take the form of a Conceptual Site Plan and would provide

the physical framework around which detailed planning and design decisions

during the year would be made. The initial functional analysis performed in

the 1989 study would be updated, utilizing input from the College Community,

and new issues, conflicts and opportunities would be determined. The
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Conceptual Site Plan, as well as an outline of projects forthe year, would be

presented to the Board of Governors for approval.

3. The ongoing work of campus planning and development would be

coordinated through regular scheduled monthly (or more frequent) meetings.

lssues and opportunities would be brought foruard to the group by either

standing committee members or by visiting members for discussion and

information. All campus development would go through the channel of review

by this committee, which would serue as: a) a coordinating body to ensure

that all campus development takes place within the scope of the value

statements, and b) a facilitating mechanism to enable members of the College

Community to be involved in the planning and evaluating of their environment.

The design professional would translate the problem solving work of the

committee into physical design, which would then be brought back to the team

for feedback and as a check to ensure that the solutioRs are within the

framework of the value statements. This committee would report to the

Personnel, Finance and Facilities Committee of the Board, in the same way as

the College Farm Advisory Committee is accountable to the Board Farm

Committee.

lmplementation of the work would be done by the physical resource areas

under direction of the administration, with periodic inspection with the design

professional to enhance quality control. Post-construction evaluation would

be another imporïant part of the design process. ln addition to work on new

development, diagnosis of existing campus landscape problems should also

occur to determine which new development is successful as planned, which

existing spaces continue to work effectively for instruction and campus

function, and which spaces are dead and unusable or need reconfiguration.

Because of the close association of campus development with overall College

function and image, and because of the importance of the campus and farm in

the instructional function, the direction of the process should be a
responsibility of the administration and of instruction. A relatively senior

academic member should chair the committee and be responsible for the flow

of information both to and from the committee, for the development of the
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agenda of the meetings for monthly, annual and five year planning

processes, for the receiving of proposals for development from instruction and

special interest groups, for the determining of appropriate visiting or
consulting members to be involved, for the direction of the design professional

and for the overseeing of the development process.
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6. CONFLICTS, ISSUES AND OPPORTUNITIES

6.1 Summary of conflicts and issues identified in the functional
analysis

The review of the historical evolution of the campus and the functional

analysis of the existing campus has revealed a number of issues and

oppoñunities. The College Mission Statement and the Value Statements

derived from them should provide the basis for determining the degree of

impofiance of the issues and for resolving conflicts in function, and should be

used as guidelines for all decisions regarding the landscape.

lnstruction must be considered the most important of the functions, with all

other functions suppofting its existence. When conflicts emerge, the

appropriate mitigating action should be based on this relationship and on the

value statements.

The conflicts and issues identified in the functional analysis and historical

review can be summarized as follows:

1. Numerous Entries - There are five entries into the college along Highway

2A, and several entries around the perimeter. There is no clearly identified

main entrance which could serve as an orientation point and as the

ceremonial entry, and there is confusion as to the appropriate entry for

students and visitors. There are also security problems associated with

numerous entries.

2. Central Pedestrian Space - Although all the academic buildings open onto

the central space, i.e. the physical core of the campus, the oppoftunity to

create a special pedestrian environment has been largely missed. There are

several conflicts between pedestrians and vehicles, a lack of appropriate

social spaces & seating areas, a lack of focal points, and plant material and
planting design do not always reflect the instructional program. This large

space has been divided up into small park-like areas by a network of

sidewalks that does not reflect current circulation patterns.
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3. Signage - There is a total lack of signage on Highway 2 relerring to Olds

College, inadequate signage on Highway 27 and Highway 24, and a lack of

signage in the Town of Olds acknowledging Olds College. lnternally, there is

signage from several different eras, in several different colors, styles and

repair. Signage is generally confusing, redundant, obsolete or absent.

4. Land Sciences Plots Area - With the present construction of the new Land

Sciences Building much of the demonstration and research area has been

lost. The remaining plots have poor legibility and are difficult to access for
class use and for visitors. Several plantings of historic or horticultural

impoftance have been destroyed (spruce windbreak planted in the 1920's

and most of the fruit orchard), and the Grounds Nursery, previously used as an

instructional resource, has been relocated. The new building will have

access, circulation and parking needs that will need to be addressed.

5. Research Areas - Most research activities are located in areas with poor

legibility and visibility, and there is a lack of signage and lack of land available

for faculty research activities. Research activities should be located in high

profile areas to advertise and subsequently encourage more support and

involvement from government and industry and to function more effectively for
instruction.

6. Buffer Zone - The area between the academic campus and the farm is
locally known as the Buffer Zone. lt has been developed as two very large
parking lots and avery large empty undeveloped area, forming a functional

and visual barrier between the academic campus and the farm and creating a
negative image. Although there is considerable pedestrian traffic between the

academic campus and the farm, there are no pedestrian paths.

7. Farm Areas - The farm enterprises have generally poor legibility through an

inappropriate image conveyed through 'suburban landscaping' and a lack of
interpretive signage. The farm fields do not always convey a positive image,

such as through the loss of agriculturally productive land to storage areas, the
inefficient use of land in wide internal road allowances and incomplete
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shelterbelt planting resulting in exposed fields. The College's farm layout

says a great deal about the way it values land. The College began as a
model farm, and the farm was identified in earlier studies as giving Olds

College credibility; to do this effectively it must convey the impression that
Olds College is involved in the teaching and demonstration of the best

agricultu ral practices,

L Perimeter Land - Olds College is bounded by two major highways leading

into the Town of Olds. There is a lack of signage acknowledging Olds

College, and poor legibility as an agricultural educational institution. The land

bordering main access roads does not always demonstrate best agricultural
practices, which is inconsistent with the positive image that the College tries to
convey. The edge of the academic campus is well defined by landscaping

(the college grounds are well treed with a wide green area between the road

and the college buildings, while the town properties are generally sparsely

landscaped or dominated by parking lots) and by the difference in building

density and use (the town properties are more heavily built up with residential

or commercial buildings). This definition of edge should be maintained, and

should be strengthened around the entire campus perimeter.

9. Dugout Area - Several functions conflict (recreational use, apiary, wildlife

habitat, maintenance), rendering this area unusable for little more than storm

water storage. A poor visual image is conveyed through the disorganization
and poor maintanance of this area which is in a high visibility area.

10. The College Arena - This high-profile and high-use area is poorly

organized for parking (users with horse trailers and recreational vehicles,

spectators, students), has poor legibility, and requires a well-developed show
ring area.

11. Recreation Fields - The golf greens are in poor condition, betraying their
importance as an instructional resource and as a community and student
recreational facility. There is a lack of landscaping to provide shade and

screening of wind or to provide spatial definition. The fitness trail is in poor

repair and is not laid out for optimum use.
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12. Parking Lots - The proliferation of very large parking lots forms visual and

functional barriers. There is presently space for over 1200 vehicles on

campus, and although a detailed parking study has not been done, estimated
parking needs are lar less than the actual capacity. Parking lots are poorly

organized (for example, some lots have space for three double rows of cars

but are laid out for two rows), are inefficiently located, are generally not well

sudaced or well lit, and lack landscaping to buffer winds or provide shade or

screening.

13. Historic Dimension - The 75 year history is not physically apparent, and

there are few historic markers. The strongest visual landmark is the water
tower, which has been non-functional for some years. The strong Alumni

Association does not have a physical base, and with the evolution of the

modern campus alumni have had greater difficulty with orientation and

identification with the campus.

14. Presence in Town - Although the Town of Olds and Olds College have

developed together, and are interdependent, there is no signage in Town

acknowledging the presence of Olds College. There are only two college

roads that presently align with a town road, contributing to the separation.

(The Town and the College are currently negotiating the annexation of the
academic campus; this will create a stronger psychological connection.) The

College academic campus functions as a major public open space for the

Town and contributes greatly to the Town of Olds open space system and

town image.
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6.2 Opportunities and Constraints for Future .Development

Current predictions and current College planning have determined the
maximum enrollment to be 1500 full time student equivalents. With the

exceptions of the Land Resources Center, in 1989 under construction, and the

Aqua-Leisure Center, now in the planning phase, all major buildings on

campus have been constructed, and there is no indication of needs for further
expansion in the near future. Siting of future buildings therefore is not a

consideration at this time. Any small scale academic expansion that may be

required over the next 10-15 years can occur on an in-fill basis, as additions to
existing structures.

The limits to the built campus are defined by these factors:

1. The maximum walking distance possible within a 10 minute class break,

approximately 800 meters, will determine the maximum distance between

academic buildings. The built precinct is currently within this range with the

distance between the Learning Resource Center and the Land Sciences

Center indicating the maximum acceptable distance between academic
buildings.

2. The County and Municípality Health and Agriculture Boards have

determined a 500 meter Minimum Distance Separation required between

confinement agricultural enterprises and residential or eating establishments
and the Town. The existing campus layout conforms approximately to this
guideline, and with over 90% of the prevailing winds coming from the west
and north west, odors from the farm operations will usually be carried away
from the built up areas.
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7,. RECOMMENDATIONS, PLANNING AND DESIGN GU¡DELINES

7.1 Proposed Campus Structure

Confusion and disorientation result from a lack of foci, a lack of definition of

discrete regions or a lack of any familiar pattern. (Relph 1976, p. 139) There

exist at Olds College some problems of legibility of some campus areas that

are partly a result of a generalized approach to development. ln the absence

of form and image guidelines, the only available approach has been to solve

each recent landscape problem by a generic application of a standard

solution or in the context of what was acceptable in terms of mass values and

fashions, i.e. the current suburban ideal of mown lawns, shrub beds, lockstone

paving and planters of annuals. This type of development has tended to

create an environment where it has become difficult to tell parts within the

college apart since they all look alike and feel alike and since there is little

spatial ordering.

Together with the need for spatial ordering through the definition of distinct

spaces is the necessity of creating and maintaining important linkages

between different campus areas and to achieve a visual and functional unity.

The academic campus and the farmstead, once indivisible, are now quite

separate. Although they are still academically and philosophically linked, the

campus layout has developed in such a way that there is a visual and

functional barrier between the two. The Olds College academic campus and

farm should be functionally, visually and organically linked, with easy

movement between the two that recognizes pedestrian primacy. As well,

linkages should be developed to the recreation fields and to the Town of Olds.

This would address circulation needs and emphasize existing functional

connections.

The original layout of buildings and roads has been replaced by the evolution

of a mall with all the academic buildings opening onto it, anchored at the north

and south by the Land Sciences Center and the Learning Resources Center.

This configuration presents the opportunity for the development of a significant
pedestrian space that is unlikely, given current growth predictions, to be

disturbed by future development. A pedestrian precinct should be developed
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in this central space and should be given more meaning and richness through

the ordering of the circulation system and the devlopment of significant social

spaces and focal points.

The re-landscaping of the academic campus has resulted in a park-like

environment which functions both as campus grounds and as a public garden

for the town. Many of the trees of the early campus landscape remain,

although in many cases their location no longer reflects their original function,

such as the rows of spruce that once lined the main entry road but now appear

somewhat out of place in the informal landscape. Landscape development

should address functional needs and instructional requirements, and should

also be concerned with finding ways to give new meaning to the old

landscape.

Campus development should respect the spirit of the place. The agricultural

and historical dimensions of Olds College, so important to its reputation, are

not readily apparent in the academic campus as its buildings have been

replaced by modern urban architecture. An exception to this is the Learning

Resources Center whose design employed agricultural images. The oldest

buildings on campus, two original barns, are part of the farmstead and not

easily visible from the academic campus. The agricultural tradition and

historical dimension should be brought forward and made more visible to

enrich the character of the campus.

There are problems of orientation and identification outside and within the

campus, caused by absent or confusing signage and the lack of a clearly

identified main entry. A main entrance should be designated and developed

that would serve as the front door to the campus, with other entrances

designated and designed as secondary or destination entries. To begin to

address orientation along roads, a signage study should be performed to
indicate the needs of external and internal signage. The existing campus

signage should be replaced with simple and clear signage consistent with

accepted College g raphics.
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7.2 Development of Landscape Zones

The functional analysis has shown that the campus is used in many ways for
many diverse activities. There exists a type of ordering of the campus

according to function, with similar facilities being generally grouped together.

Through the functional analysis, conflicts were identified that indicate where

incompatible uses occur or where legibility or function are issues. By

identifying the existing general use areas, and addressing the functional

conflicts, various landscape zones can then be described.

Spatial ordering can come about by developing these areas of the campus to

reflect their various functions. The functional requirements and desired image

of each area are unique and should be reflected in their form and materials.

Because landscape materials and maintenance practices can contribute to

the desired image, guidelines should be developed to help create an

appropriate image and to enhance legibility.

7.1.1 Pedestrian Precinct

The modern layout of the Olds College campus has resulted in the formation

of a mall. All the academic buildings face onto this area creating an ideal

opportunity for the development of a significant pedestrian precinct. There is

no need for vehicular traffic through the area, since all the buildings are

servíced at their rears and since perimeter roads address access needs. This

area has evolved as a large greenspace, divided into small park-like areas by

a series of pathways of various widths, intersecting at locations that at one

time had significance but now seem random. Although there are numerous

benches in this area, there are few effective social spaces. There is no

hierarchy of spaces and no focus. The plant material is generally a

combination of very old trees with new plant materials that do not consistently
reflect the instructional needs. Since there is a lack of a master plan for
landscape development, new plantings are added in a piecemeal way. This
area should function in two ways: as a significant pedestrian and social

space, and to serve the instructional needs of the regular and extension

programs for plant material and landscape design examples.
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Guideline . The method of ordering the central space should be
simple and legible.
The central space should read as one unified environment. The existing path

system should be replaced by a major, permanent, north-south pedestrian

spine, reflecting the north-south configuration of the buildings and the major

circulation patterns through the space. A secondary path system of a
narrower width would link the buildings and activity areas to each other and to
the major spine. These paths can be changed as circulation patterns change,

but the tendency to lay down more and more sidewalks as areas become
bisected by traffic should be avoided, and the park-like character of the

campus should be preserved and enhanced.

Guideline . Focal points should be developed at ma¡or circulation
nodes or at visual terminii to provide opportunities for orientation
and identification, as well as to serve as historical landmarks.
Focal points could be in the form of a clock tower, sculpture, or
commemorative cairns such as that marking the lnternational Plowing Match,

or could be the gazebo near the Plant Sciences Building. A major focal point

could be the development of a large hard-surfaced plaza at the main

circulation node north of the Learning Resources Center. This space could

serue as a ceremonial space or activity area.

Guideline . Opportunities for the development of social spaces at
most of the building entries, with their sheltered microclimate and
high volume of pedestrian traffic, should be exploited.
Social spaces should be located at each building entrance and at nodes of

activity, and should take advantage of concave spaces, sheltered spots or sun

traps. The oppot'tunity to develop building entries with distinct character or
flavor should also be exploited. Hard surface development, rather than so

much grass, should be encouraged to take advantage of the year-round

opportunities for outdoor education and living afforded by the moderating

effect of the Chinook winds.

Guideline . The most detailed quality and development should
take place in the pedestrian precinct to reflect the degree of
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personal involvement possible and to demonstrate the best
landscape practices to classes.
Landscape development in this pedestrian area should be expressed in terms

of variety and richness of color, form, shape and texture, with special attention

to winter months. An image of highest quality reflecting the importance of the

space should be conveyed.

Guideline . Planted areas should be developed around the
existing rich resource of plant material, which should be
preserved and given new meaning where possible.
The academic campus has historically functioned somewhat as an arboretum,

and thís function should be maintained and strengthened. Plant material

should be labelled to complement the instructional function and to make more

legible the historical dimension of the landscape.

Guideline . A planting program should be developed to address
instructional needs and to ensure that there are no significant
gaps in landscape development.

Guideline . A common vocabulary of plant material, hard
landscape mater¡als, furnishings, etc. should be established, and
should be consistent with the image of integrity and tradition.
Timber construction should be discouraged in this zone, with retaining walls,

steps and other hard structures to be constructed of concrete or brick,

indicative of a more permanent facility. Spring and summer flowering displays

should be in the form of perennials, self-renewing bulbs and flowering trees

and shrubs, with displays of costly annuals limited to areas where their
instructional function will be greatest. The planted areas should have winter
appeal through the use of material with bark color or texture, and through the

use of hardy evergreens for color. This area should continue to be irrigated

so that grass areas will be appealing to the eye and comfortable to sit on

during the summer.
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7.1 .2 Public Facade

The public areas consist of the campus perimeter, especially along the major

approach roads (Highway 2A and 27) and entries. They present opportunities

to present a strong public image and make a clear and concise statement about
Olds College. At present many of these oppol'tunities are missed. The public

facade of the campus is impofiant as the first message that students, staff,
visitors or passers-by receive about Olds College. The image to be conveyed is

one of efficient, up-to- date agricultural education and agricultural practices as
well as one of stability and tradition.

Guideline . Signage should be clear, with a minimum of detail, and
should be located at strategic locations
It should be located at the'edges of the College property, along Highways 2,2A
and 27 and within the Town of Olds. (At one time signage in the form of an

annual flower display was planned for the most easterly corner of the College
farm. This type of costly and inappropriate development should be strongly
discouraged.)

Guideline . The publicly visible land should demonstrate the best
agricultural practices, indicative of a high quality agricultural
college.
The perimeter land is the first visual message about Olds College and presents

an opportunity to say much about the College's activities and values. Research

and demonstration plots would be highly appropriate activites, but should be

well maintained and with legible signage.

Guideline . Entries provide an excellent opportunity to develop a
strong public image and a welcome to the college.
Presently there are numerous entries that appear to have equal hierarchy,
resulting in considerable confusion for students and visitors, difficulty in
orienting oneself to the campus, and associated security problems. The entry
corresponding to the Town of Olds 50th Street should be developed as the
Main Entrance, and all other entries developed as destination entries. The 50th
Street entrance is generally thought of as the main entrance and is closest to
the the front door of the main administration building. Entries are points of
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transition, and signify change, so visual and physical elements should be used
to emphasize this change and to signal the importance of the entry. Large
formal tree plantings should be developed in the entire intersection to signal the
entry and to provide visual integration wíth the town main road. To strengthen
the axis, the roadbed into the college should be widened and kept in alignment
with the Town road. A turnaround should be developed, and clear directional
signage be provided. The entry to the Administration building should be further
accented by the development of a hard surfaced plaza, to provide easy access
and good appearance during the entire year.

Guideline . Main entry signage should be developed that conveys a
message of tradition, integrity and competence.
Signage of concrete with brick facing would complement the architectural
finishing of the academic campus buildings, providing unity and identity.
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7.1 .3 Residential

The residences on campus present unique issues and opportunities. They are

twenty-four hour homes to 500 students and three staff familes, and as such

have the same requirements as other residences for privacy, outdoor living

spaces, accesses and parking for cars and bicycles, all this contributing to a

sense of 'home'.

The student residence is pañ of the academic campus, housing not only

students but also some staff offices, the gymnasium and fitness center, the

student pub and the cafeteria, so privacy for the residents is difficult to

achieve. There are currently plans for the construction of an Aqua-Leisure

Center to the south of and attached to the residences, so privacy and good

access will be even more challenging to achieve.

Guideline . lt is essential that the site planning of the Aqua
Leisure Center be done in conjunction with the architectural
planning to ensure that the residential needs are addressed at the
same time as the programming of the Aqua-Leisure Center.

Guideline . Parking and access for the residents should be
provided and should be well-surfaced and well-lit, since it is used
at all times throughout the day and throughout the year.

There should be good pedestrian access from the parking lots to the front door

of the residence, and loading/unloading areas should be provided.

Guideline . Private outdoor spaces should be provided for the
residents.
These could be located between the residence wings, spaces that are

essentially unusable at present. The courtyard at the south of the residence

has good potential for use in that it is located in a sunny and sheltered

location, however it is rarely used by individuals or groups. At present a solid

eight foot fence bounds the south side of the courtyard, presenting a very

uninviting facade and creating a closed-in feeling when in the space. This

fence should be removed and some seating provided in the space. This area

is bounded on two sides by residence rooms, so care should be taken to
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maintain privacy for these rooms. When the Aqua-Leisure Center is

constructed, this area will have a new configuration and should be re-

evaluated so as to plan for its continuing use as a private courtyard for the

residence.

Guideline . The landscape in the residential zones should be

developed at a detailed scale to respond to the personal level of
use and enjoyment that this area should provide.

A unique identity should be created in these spaces to give the residents a

feeling of 'home'. Plant mater¡al should have year round interest and color,

and should be utilized to provide enclosures, shading, screening from winds,

and privacy.

Guideline . The most appropriate location for additional College
residences is within the Town of Olds.

Since the 1960's a need for married students housing has been identified,

and with the continuing trend of older students attending Olds College, this

need has become more acute. There have been several schemes proposed

to construct housing in the area south of the existing residences. This type of

development would impinge upon the recreation fields and force further

expansion of the built campus into the farm. The agricultural land base must

be protected from this type of erosion, since the amount of land available to

sustain the farm enterprise is finite, and since Olds College should be

communicating not only farming techniques, but values for land. By

preserving the agricultural land base, Olds College would be making a

statement about its values.

Needs of the married students include proximity to schools and town services

as well as seclusion and privacy which could be better achieved in a

development within the Town. A study recently done for the Town of Olds

identified an area close to the downtown commercial area of Olds and within

ten minutes walking distance of the College that is ideal for this type of high

density development. (Nicolai, 1989) Development within the town would

benefit both the Town and the College, and would strengthen the relationship

between the two.
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Guideline . Staff housing should eventually be phased out.
Historically on-campus housing has been provided for the Principal/President,

and the Farm Manager has, since the establishment of the OIds

Demonstration Farm in 1912, lived close to the farm. However, recent informal

surueys have suggested that there is no apparent need for staff to be housed

on campus, and the use of this area could be more advantageously used for
academic expansion.
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7.1 .4 Recreation Fields

The recreation fields are used by the instructional programs (turf management

and physical education), by extension programs, for student recreation, and

by the community for organized sports and recreation. - They have an

important instructional function and as such should be accorded the same

high quality treatment as any of the other instructional resources. Their high-

profile location next to Highway 2A and their heavy use by the Extension

Programs and by the community provide a good opportunity to make a strong

statement about the nature of the College programs and the College's values.

Guideline . The recreation facilities that are provided (tennis
courts, playing fields, baseball diamonds, golf greens, fitness
trail) should be designed and maintained according to the highest
standards, providing an example to both students and visitors of
the best practices.

Plant material should be used to define spaces, to provide depth perception

behind the golf greens, to define shots, to provide screening from the wind, to

provide shade, and to screen views; this will make the area more legible and

improve its safety and appearance. Landscape materials should reflect the

functional purpose of the area; plant material used on the recreation fields

should be restricted to trees and large shrub massings as detailed or

ornamental planting design is inappropriate in this space. The recreation

fields should be irrigated and the best turf maintenance program employed.

This area functions as a demonstration and active use area, and should not

be used for research activities.

These same guidelines should be applied to the fitness trail. The trail
provides a good opportunity for the user to tour the campus, so stations should

be located to give the best experience. Fitness trail stations should be visible,

sheltered, and well maintained.

A pond could be incorporated into the low lying central area of the recreation

fields. This would provide opportunities to develop a water hazard for the golf

holes, to introduce water-loving plant species to augment the hofiiculture

program, and to increase the recreation potential of the area. The farm
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dugouts are currently designated for winter skating, however they function

very poorly for this and are difficult to access. A skating pond in the recreation

fields would be easy to access for the College residents and the community

and would enhance the usefulness of the area during the winter. A simple

fountain could be incorporated to add to the visual appeal in summer and

enhance the views of the fields from the residence and the Aqua-Leisure

Center, The picnic shelter currently located close to Highway 2A should be

relocated close to the pond where it could be used as a summer and winter

shelter. lts existing high-visibility location could then be developed in a way

that would convey a stronger image, with high quality recreation fields

replacing the ambiguity of the image of the picnic shelter and toilet building.
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7.1.5 Farm and Plots

The College Farm is, and always has been, a vital part of Olds College. lt
presents the most direct oppoftunity to convey a strong agricultural image.

With the development of factory farm enterprises where farm animals are

confined indoors, the legiblity of the farm is not as strong. This legibility as
well as the integrity of the enterprises is fut'ther diminished by the existing

suburban-type landscaping around many of the buildings (shrub beds, red

shale and white gravel mulching, mown lawn, wood planters with annuals,

lockstone paths and entries). ln this zone as with the other landscape zones,

landscaping should be appropriate to the functions.

Guideline . Landscape design and materials should contr¡bute to
functional efficiency and should convey an image of modern,
efficient farming practices
The farm functions as an instructional resource and as a demonstration area

for students and visitors, and should convey a strong agricultural ethic. This

should be translated in the landscape not by the myth of suburban images but

by appropriate agricultural practices.

Landscape materials should be functional and reflect good agricultural
practices. Plant material has historically been used to modify the effects of

wind and sun on farm enterprises Trees and shrubs should be planted to

screen winds, provide shade, screen views, and define spaces. Windrows of
tall shrubs such as caragana, honeysuckle or lilac would provide an effective

functional windbreak as well as an easily recognizable agricultural image.

Large trees could be planted where shade was desired or where a more

significant wind break was necessary. Ornamental plantings, such as shrub

beds, should be strongly discouraged as inappropriate for this area. To

illustrate appropriate farmstead practices, the area should not be irrigated;
ground cover material should be gravel or low maintenance grasses or other
perennial ground covers suitable for a farm. Paved areas should be concrete,
with the use of lockstone strongly discouraged.
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Guideline . Signage should be developed that would provide
interpretive information about the farm enterprises while
enhancing the demonstrat¡on function of the farm.

Guideline . Research and demonstration plots should be located
in high-profile areas.
They should be well maintained and include identifying and interpretive

signage. Pedestrian paths should be provided to facilitate access by classes
and by visitors.

Guideline . Land should be used efficiently, to maximize its
productive potential, and to convey the College's values for land.
Excessively wide road allowances should be discouraged. Currently, much

land is wasted by the wide grassed ditches which also increases the

maintenance requi reme nts.

Guideline . Horticulture and agronomy plots should be laid out tor
maximum efficiency, and should be reviewed continually to
ensure that this resource most effectively addresses instructional
needs.
The Grounds nursery should continue to be an impoftant source of material for

campus landscaping as well as for research and demonstration purposes and

should be accessible for instructional purposes.

Guideline . The area between the academic campus and the
farmstead should be developed as a transition area.

One of the original barns, currently serving occasionally as a calf barn could

be relocated to this area and developed as an agricultural interpretive center
or museum or as Alumni Association offices and archives. This would provide

a visual and functional link and address some functional issues. The land in

this area should be developed as demonstration plots of agricultural and

horticultural crops. This would serve an instructional purpose as well as
providing a community seruice.
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7.1.6 Parking and Service

Vehicular movement and parking is an essential part of the campus. Current

vehicle/pedestrian conflicts will be addressed by the conceptual site plan;

continual care must be taken to ensure that the parking lots contribute to the

functional efficiency of the campus and do not detract from a positive visual

image.

Guideline . A comprehensive parking study should be performed
to determine the number of parking stalls required for students,
staff and visitors and the acceptable walking distance between
parking lots and destinations.
Then the location, size and designation of each lot can be determined. The

location and size of parking lots should be flexible, adapting to changing

needs and patterns, so ongoing evaluation of parking requirements should be

part of the campus management strategy.

Guideline ' Parking lots can easily form visual and functional
barriers, therefore the individual lots should be laid out with
respect to certain guidelines.
Large parking lots, both when empty and full, are unsightly and unpleasant

environments. Each lot should not be more than two double rows wide.

There should be a 20 meter distance between rows, and each stall should be

2.75 meters wide, conforming to accepted North American parking lot

standards, Lots being used during the evenings should be well lit, such as the

residence parking lots and the parking lots servicing the Learning Resource

Center and Student Alumni Center. ldeally, all lots should be paved.

Guideline . Parking areas associated with all the Gollege

buildings, including the farm buildings, should be legible and well
organized.
This would reduce the amount of disorganized parking along the roadways. A
parking area for oversized vehicles such as horse trailers and recreational

vehicles should be provided close to the arena, the heaviest generator of this

type of traffic. This would help to reorganize the parking around the arena,

and address the needs for RV parking identified in the functional analysis.
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Guideline . Landscaping in the parking zone should serve
functional purposes such as to screen winds, provide shade,
direct circulation and screen views. Parking lots and service areas
should be low-maintenance areas; ornamental plantings should be

discouraged and ground covers requiring little moisture should be installed.
The landscaping, although simple and functional, should also contribute to a
positive image of the campus and be part of the overall landscape strategy.
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8. IMPLEMENTATION

The campus planning and design process needs to be recognized and

accepted by the entire college community in order for it to work; only then will

it be effective. For this to happen, a number of things should occur:

1. The Value Statements (Chapter 5.3.1)should be accepted campus-wide

as providing valid guidelines for all campus planning and development.

2. The level of involvement of the instructional group in the planning and

evaluation of the academic campus and farm should be increased, the

coordinated participation of the physical resource managers should be

encouraged and the design professional(s) should be designated. (Chapter

5.3.2)

3. The Campus Planning Committee (Chapter 5.3.4) should be activated and

made accountable for the planning process, with its authority derived from the

Board of Governors.

4. The Planning and Desígn Guidelines (Chapter 7) should be validated by

the Campus Planning committee and continually evaluated and updated.

There are numerous anticipated benefits of the planning and design process.

Firstly and most importantly are the ways in which the educational process wíll

benefit when the campus and farm more directly and accurately respond to

instructional needs. A good process will ultimately result in a hígh quality

campus landscape while defíning more clearly the areas of responsibility of
individuals and groups, enabling them to be more effective and encouraging a

continued level of quality and care, The work of individuals and departments
with regard to the landscape will be more fully understood and respected, and

the individuals will be able to take increased pride in what they do. Because

instructors, administrators, students and implementers alike will be involved in

the planning process, there will be minimized perception of criticism, since it

will be recognized that landscapes are dynamic and that change is expected.

The process will create an atmosphere whereby continual re-evaluation and
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change will be ways to support organic development of the landscape as an

appropriate reflection of the College. The College's image will be enhanced

as the landscape becomes a more honest expression of its function, culture,

history and values, and its tradition and reputation will continue with even

more strength.
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HÏSTORY

Olds CoIJ'ege has existed as a 
- 
practical trainlng and learnlnginstitution for the last 72 years. Initiated as a demonstration farm in1911' the College was established in 1913 and has matured with the farm-ing and agricultural service community as they have g.o,,n over theyears.

In 1978 the Coì.J.ege received its own corporate status under theColleges Act and began operation u.nder the jurisdictton of lts own Boardof Governors- The netv Board and staff worÈed vigorously to develop thevariety of personnel, financlal control, purchasÍ-ng and"budget devätop-ment systems required to support an independent opJratfon. -

In 1981 Olds CoIIege produced its first Development plan as aresponse to the need for systematic planning and to highlight the CoI-Iege's need for expenditures on modern agricultural and educational
technology.

This plal has been used with limited success over the past threeyears to convince government of the need for support. One year ago itbecame apparent that rapid change, competition for scarce governmentfundsr a continuing severe cycle for agriculture and the need to fosterpositÍve change at 01ds CoIIege called for a serious review of the 19g1Plan. This review began under the auspices of the Board's program and
Campus Planning Committee. A'group of iepresentatives from the various
segments of the College, plus the Board Öommittee, came together underthe Chair of the President to form a Council on Renewal aÃd Strategicrnstructional Planning for the correge (cRrsp correge).

cRrsP initiarry undertook to do a strengths, weaknesses, 6pportun-ities and Threats analysis of the Co1lege with "if college siaff. Thisreview red to a- restructuring of the college to give proþer priority toan instructional division with an instruct-ionaì- äesign ó"puUiIity, andrvith integration of on and off campus learning. This -restiucturing- 
tookapproximately six months to achieve and todãy it is essentially- com-plet e.

Throughout these efforts there ryas a growing reaLization of thedistinct place that Olds CoIlege holds among Áruertã,s Colleges, techni-cal institutes and universities. Two decades of rapid growtñ iÅ nfu"ri"
Colleges were coming to a close. Comprehensive two-yeai career colì.egeshad received signifÍcant capital and operating support in the 60's ãn¿70's. \Yith roots.deep in agriculture and surrounded by comprehensivecolleges north .and south, the collective consciousness äf Ofår College
began to sense in lts past a rationale for its future. Accordingly tñeCouncil turned its attentlon to issues associated with phÍlosõphy oflearning, and planning designated to reaffirm the role of olds CoIIeoeas the province's gnly College with a concentrated focus on practicãi
agriculturaL education.
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-2-

OLDS COLLEGE'S DISTINCTIVE EXCELLENCE

No tuo people are alike, nor _are any two -organizatfons, the same.01ds coJ-rege will not become e.xc.eu.ent by ,niri"*ing -;ih;;'successfur 
.colleges. The councir rearizect rhar Ír í" irpo.iì.it iã"-brc" colregeto recognize the differentiating, partlcular strengths .characterfstlc ofour College. In response to present challenge"; ;;.i"J-lo^scf ous1ystate what 

'rds 
colrege does extremery werr as a consequence of ttspartÍcular skills and Ènowledge.

0ldl_college strÍves to prepare peopre for success rn the rrorrã
;l=Í*::'*:::ïr:::"1-ri:9v:ri:l á¿ t".Ãni;; ;p;;J;-#i:business sr-rpporr ana agricurturar p.oau"i= ;;;Ëilä, "i^It'
learning environment wñich re.ognilãr-iñ"-iãpãrtance-ór,

- a caringr yet demanding instructor/student relationship;- practicar, probrenr-sorving apprication of knowtedge in-in.rrhands-on" tradition; and
- demonstration of productivery sized enterprises, and use ofoperating enterprises as labóratories.
- the studentrs subsequent integration into an ever-changingenvironment.

This focus is the basis for the dÍstinctive excelrence of 0lds cor-lege' rn a more,detailed rïay;- ords càiu!" .t"iues to achieve ,the for-lowing ideal conditions: --Ã-vrv v\

r Olds coLlege believes in the -primacy of a rearning environmentwhere stuoents, teachersr- staff and governors are ÂLL rearners.The rearning enterpcise is a partnerËÀip in 
-wnlcnËti];;;;i:

pants are lifelong learners.

o Olds correge strives to dev_elop a high quality rearning environ-ment characrerized by regurar ana- mËaningfur i;ñï'-iio, a widerange of appropriate communitÍes.

c While olds^ college focuses its training initÍatives on wideaspects gi thg agriculturar sector, it strives ù educatestudentq-.through ati integratlon of colnsetling information, theprovisÍon of career skÍrts, information management skirrs, andlife and 1earning skills.
o 0lds Coltege wilì. strive, through involvement with demonstrationand field testing, to infuse ils learning enuironrenl with theapprfcation of agiicutrurar technorogy rroñ b"o;ã; ;;i appropri-ate, sources.
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0|ds colrege strongly 
- 
recognr.zes through its goard-governed

status, the need to matntaiÃ htgh levetá of independe'rrce andresponslblrtty in the iholces wuch shape its future. yet thecollege does not exist in a worrd of rts own and must work toestabrish cooþerative reratronships rvith art partrcipanïs- rnagrlcultural education.

Dug to rapid change ln both agricurtural and educational tech-nologies, Olds college strives to be frexible and responriuu-io 
"wide range of learnerst needs.

rn the midst of change, ords coltege strives to create an organ-fzed 
^and_ 

systematlc commitment to the retraining and nurturrni or
lhu college's people as an essentiar conditión for u nãiítnylearning environment.

c 01ds college believes in orderly, pranned and controtled deverop-ment that ennphasizes fiscal responsibirity to the public.
r Olds college is convinced of the rong term value of a consulta_.tive, democratic and participative eñironment in the making andimprementing of poricy. shared information is strength in anorganization.

o 0Ids College recognizes the infl.uence of both international andnational markets on successful agriculturar encieavors andbelieves in creating an environment rr-h"." staff and students aremade familiar with these markets.

o Agriculturers continuing success wilr require the efficient man-agement of labor, capitar, technology and information. The keyto-success, then, is access to informâtion and ths oãeropment ofskirls in managing information designed 1o produce excelrentdecisions.

r The correge berieves it should take an active roLe in the sur-rounding community, and strives tci'cooperate as a good corporatecitizen with its immediate community. rn addition, the collegeacknorvredges it prays a readership'role in the broader atricur-tural community, in western canadal canada and around the iorrd.
o 0rds coltege recognizes that Ít is a pubricly funded rnstitutioñand as such has a responsibitity to' deliver pubtic service toappropriate communities. However, the primary function of thecolrege is educatÍonal and publÍc'servicå must always o""u" u" ucomplement to and not a sacrifice ln the quality of uny p"og"u*"or servlces.

o To.encour-age 0lds College employees to contrlbute to the economic
and social development óf the cómmunity.
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MIS5IOI{ ST ÄT T i1: I II

0rds colrege's Misslon statement is a designation of our
Purpose. The statement describes the college's ultlmate alm andterlzes our centrar .varues, strengths anã personarity. Ourstatement captures the connection between tn" opportünitiãsserected to serve and the partlcular, unique excerlence thatterizes the College.

The prinary ml.ssion of OIds CoIIege
cuuent guality education, training
people nho are involved directl_y and
agricultural endeavors.

is to provlde
and services for
indlrectly in

overall
charac-
mission

we have
charac-

OUTCOME GOALS

0utcome Goals

Vocational Preparation

-

THE COLLEGE ffiLL PROVIDE RELEVANT $JALITY PROGR,A}IS FOR:
- PRE-SERVICE TR.AINING
- RETRAINING AltD r.pcRADINc 0F SKILLS, ,$tD
- CAREER PLA¡NING ÂSSISTAI.ICE

Vocational Preparation 0bÍectives:

V'P' 1 - To provide prograrns that offer sufficient Levels ofcareer-orientation and rearning skiI].s to enhance
empJ.oyability and also to provdie a core program base thatincludes adequate levels of basic and' géneric skills
designed to enhance students' quality of Liie.

-.-... V'P' 2 - As an aid to allocation of- fiscal resources, to review
annuarry program majors offered by the colrege'to estab-lish priority rankings.

V'P' 3 - To evaluate regularly -aI_I aspects of individual CoIIege
pçogramsr regardless of length or offerings, and maintaln.- procedures for upgrading and improvement.

V.P.4 - To coordinate the Collegers range of offerings with otheragriculturar corleges and ensure that 0lds corlege pro-
viCes opportunlties consistent with its agriculturãI p"o-griT focus, its geographic location, and its off-campusdelivery capability. :

V'P' 5 - To lialse with Alberta Agriculture and other agencies to
maxlmize the use of aIl resources in the pròvision of
agrlcurtural education for the college's students.

are the primary aims the College seeks to -"nfeue.
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To provicle programs that c,il',:- :ufiicii:,¡,i ieveis t¡í
career-oriented sktlls to enhance employabitity and alsoto provide a core program base that includeb adequatelevels of basic and generic skirls designed to enhance
students' quallty of Iife.

V.P. 7 - Iq malntaln systematic and efficient procedures fortdentifying changing educatlon and training needs, andfpr implementing new programs, and modifying or formurat-
ing existing progräms according to these n"éd..

V.P. I - To maintafn effective, representative, industry-based

: : : : : :' 
r 
i:"' ; : : í, ."r"#' ::" " ; u fI"å.' ïl 
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V.P. 9 - To consult with appropriate high schóol jurisdictions on
such matters as secondary course content, course equi-valency and portability, program prerequisites and
specialized agricultural programming.

V.P. 10 - To negotiate with appropriate universities and collegesto ensure courses and programs receive transfer credit.
V.P. 11 - To create a Learning Assistance Program designed to help

students with learning problems or prerequisite defic-
iencies.

v.P. 12 - To provide retraining and upgrading opportunities for
graduates and any other appropriate group who express
need for skirr improvement in response to changes intheir field of work.

I.ndividual Personal Development

THE COLLEGE HILL OFFER ASSISTANCÈ TO STUDENTS IN THE
IDENTIFICATION AI.ID ACHIEVEHENT OF PERSONAL GOALS A}¡D
IN THE ENHANCEI.€NT OF STUDENTST SENSE OF SELF HORTH
AT{D CONFIDENCE.

Indivldual Persiiñal. Development 0bjectives:

r.P.D. 1 - To facilitate student development by providing a range
- ': of student services, such as:

- flnanclal aid services,
- career advising and counselllng, and
- up-to-date career and placement information.

\/D t
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To LJsí: Ì-i 3 Loiiege environment, as an opportun!ty for
developing leaclership and for developlng responsibl.e
behavior

To facilitate cooperation, ðoordination and corrnunrca-
tlon wÍth the student body by ensuring student parttci-
pation on Board comrnittees, AcademÍc council and other
bodies as is appropriate.

'To support the students ln their effort to lmprove rlai-
son with the Town of Olds

To provide required advice and support to the students'
Association.

To develop delivery techniques that wiII allow learning
to occur closer to the ho.1e or workplace of the student.

To establish credit for a broad range of continuing
education courses.

To provide on-site cooperative training opportunities
for 0lds CoIIege students in cooperation with all appro-
priate agencies including local farms.

To provide procedures for Iearners to demonstrate the
equivalency of their experience to all or any portion of
college credit courses.

To ensure that advlsory cornnittee input to programs also
applies to the offering of related contlnuing education
credit courses

Lifelong Educational 0pportunities

THE COLLEGE WILL PRO}ÐTE LIFELONG L€ARNING A}ID PRO-
VIDE OPPORTUNITIES FOR LEARNERS TO ACCESS EDUCATION
AND TRAINII'IG RELEVA}IT TO THEIR PERSOML A}'ID CAREER
GOALS.

LÍfelong Educational 0bjectives:

L.E.0.1 - To provide instruction and services to lifelong learnersin programs that,have traditionally served only fuII-
time students.

L.E.0.2 - To explore the relevance of recognizing other agencies'
courses for credit in 01ds College courses and programs.

L.E-0. 3 - To establish course equivalencies with other related
lnstitutions to ensure portability of credit.

L.E.o. 4 -

L.E.0. 5 -

1.E.0. 6 -_

1.E.0. 7 -

L.E.o. I -
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Heetlng Public Servfce Needs

THE COLLEGE ruLL }TANAGE TTS RELATIONSHIPS MTH OTHERrNsrrrurr0Ns' AcENcrEs, FrRt{s A}tD I}tDrvrDUALS To
ENHAI.ICE THE VITALIW OF q-DS COLLEGE.

Meetlng Publlc Service Needs Ob.lectives:

M'P'S'N. 1 - 
^To 

encourage the immediate community of l,lountaln View
Count_yr -and the broader agricultural community, to usethe CoIIege as a comrnunity resource that contributesto the life of its citlzens.

M.P.s.N. 2 - To dev_erop ribrary, curturar, physicar activity, andagricultural servlce facilities at the colrege incooperation w-ith appropriate community groups slncejoint faciritÍes can be created and seivi'ces'p"ourJuJthat would likely not be possible separately.

M.P.S.N. 3 - To initiate, on a cost-prus recovery basis, the inter-national sale of agricultural education projects andexpertise in cooperation with public'ano private
agencies.

M'P'S.N.4 - To implement a cost-recovery mechanism for the demon-stration and f.ield.testing of agriculturaJ. technologyat CoIIege-based centré opeiating in partnershlþwith individuals and agencies in the private andpublic sectors

M.P.s.N. 5 - To consurt with graduates, government, industry andaccrediting groups to ensure college graduates arereceiving skilLs and abilities that enãbIe them to
meet their goals

M'P'S.N. 6 - To cooperate with other educational institutions todeliver high quality programs and faci.ritate the emer-
gence of comprehensive secondary and college-revel
educational opportunities in agriculture.

M.P.S.N. 7_ - T9 encourage' the economic

Accessibilitv

Olds College employees, to contribute to
and social development of the Communlty.'

THE c0LLEcf HILL oPTrHrzE AccEss ro CURRENT Ar{D,
FUTURE EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES Â}ID ENHANCE THE OPPOR.
TUNITIES TT PROVIDES.
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Accessibility ObJectives:

A. 1 - To utilize alternate ways of organizlng and delfverlng
J-earning experlences so .that offerÍngJ are lnfruenceã
by Iearners' needs.

A. 2 - To increase the number of entry dates for programs and
courses.

A. 3 - To maximize access and utillzatlon of resourceS
through carefur, creative and extended scheduring of
both on and off campus facllities 

iA. 4 - To eliminate entry-Ievel barriers and screens that are lquestionable from the perspective of Human Rights. l

A. 5 - To rationalize prograrn and course offerings to ensure
max1mumeaseofstudentprogressionandefricientUse
of human and space resources within and between pro-

A. 6 - To elimlnate artificial entry-Ievel barriers and
ensure that selection processes are as closery relatedto future st,udent performance as possible.

' - 
:?. i' : : 
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: 
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and efficient organization of traditionar and arter-
nate approaches to learning.

A. I - To continue working with government to provide an

and recreationaL opportunities. 
iA. 9 - To seek capital funds rëquired to Ímprove the quantity 
iand quality of learning space for existing and neir

programs

A. 10 - To seek funding for programs of study deslgned to meet' agriculturar training nèeds that are of uigent , prio¡-
ity, often not being met anywhere in Canada. .j '. 

:.

A. 11 - To create a Learning Assistance eiogram'durignád , toherp students with rearning problems or prerequisite
deficiencies.
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STJPPORT GOALS

_ - 9upport Goals are those activities that factlitate the aehievementof 0utcome Goal-s and they are concerned wlth College cllmate and pro-
cess.

Democratic Governance

ïHE C0LLEGE wrLL PR0vrD€ Â CLTHATE' ENcOt R{cE BEHAV-
IOR A}ID DEVELOP PROCESSES I.EEDED FOR A¡I EFFECTII/E
ORGA}IIZATION ìTERE OPPORTU{ITIES EXIST FOR INDIVI-
DUALS TO PARTICIPATE IN TECISIONS AFFECTII.IG THEH A}ID,
WHERE GOIERNÂNCE RESPONDS TO CONCERNS OF ALL THE

OLLEGE.

Democratlc Governance 0bjectives

D.G. 1 - To develop and refine mechanisms to assist the Board in
receiving wide input and thus make informed decisions on
po licy.

D.G. 2 - To ys9 col.lege expertise at arl levels in planning and
declsion màking.

D.G. 3 - To deverop a cLimate that Ís enterprising, democratic,
egalitarian, participative and balances control with
creativity.

D.G. 4 - lYithin the context of approved policy, ensure that deci-
sions are made by persons cLosest'to the consequence of
the decision, and to hold decision makers accountable for
consequences.

D.G. 5 - To ensure the College's general policy framework Ís used
by managers and staff at aLl levels in order that dele-
gated decision making is achieved consistently.

D.G. 6 - To establish mechanisms which recognize alt staff for
creative and innovative activities attempted in the best
interest of Olds CoIIege.

D.G. 7 - Tõ develop, through such means as Ouality Circles, an
understanding among management, the faculty association
and the support staff union of the need to share respon-
siblllties with respect to the performance of lndivldual
staff members working on behalf of the students at Otds
College.

D.G. I - To create the opportunity for an effectlve, representa-
tlve student volce in CoIIege declsÍons and to make thls
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aciivity a valuabre educatlonal experlence for arr partl-
cipants.

D.G. 9 - To malntaln an organlzation structure that is effective
and efffcient.

Qualfty of Campus Life

RECOGNIZING T}IAT q-DS COLLEGE IS A RESIDENTIAL COL-LE€ rN A st{ALL Tom{' rHr C0LLEGE YILL srRrvE To
DEIELOP A POSITIIE RESIDE}ITIAL A}ID RECREATIO}IÁL
ENVIRONI.€NT TITÂT IS CONDUCIVE TO STUDENT DEVELOP-
HENT A}¡D ST'PPORTIVE OF THE LEÁRNING ENVIRONI€NT.

Quality of Campus Life Objectives:

Q.C.L.1 - To provide an environment in which free time activities
heì-p to barance intelrectual, curturar and recreationar
needs.

O'C.L.2 - To seek development of new residential and recreationalfacilities required to provide a baranced atmosphere for
education and living at Olds College.

Q.c.L. 3 - rn cooperation with the students' Association, todevelop appropriate recreationar and entertainrnent
events.

Q.C.L.4 - To support the initiatives of the Students'Association
in fostering Ímproved relations with the Town of Ords.

O.c.L. 5 - To create a correge widely known for its positive
student/facurty relationships and known for stimulatingpractical approaches to learning and problem solving. '

Innovation

THE COLLEGE IYILL }!{INTAIN A LEARNING ENVIRONHENT
THAT SUPPORTS INNOVATIONS ESSENTIAL FOR LEADERSHIP
rN PRJ{CTICÂL AGRICTJLTURAL EDUCATION.

Innovation 0bjectives:

I.1 - To design and develop performance based program configura-tÍons related to the performance requirementJ of industiy.

I-. ?'To create a centre for innovative and effective instruction-
ar design, deveropment and delivery of Iearning r"iu;i;i;:

I. 3 - To implement widespread use of electronic,data bases in
agriculture to support the teaching process.

annencliv 1 1
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I' 4 - To become an informatton and course prcvfder to the Col-Iege,s own and other data bases.

I' 5 - To continue experimentation and implementation of aLternatemethods for deliverÍng learning, t.'e., teleconfe"un"", tere_courser competency-based organization, involvement wtih morethan one consortium, and computer Manåged Learning.

I ' 6 - In order to provide current industry experience for staff. and emproyment opportunities for graäuatesr- estabrrshpartnership with industry in areas associated with lnter-.national marketing, and the demonstratlon of agriculturaltechnology.

I' 7 - To implement plans for deveJ.oping ernployees, abllities torespond to pressures for change and'innovåtion
' I' g - To effect an improved integratÍon of credit and non-creditIearning into meaningful rèIationships for traditional andnon-traditionar campus and off-campus students

Account abi I ity/Efficiency

THE COLLEGE WILL ENSURE ITS ECONOHIC VIABILITY BY
c0NSTAÌ.rr ÞnNrroRrNG 0F: urrlrzATroN 0F cAprrAL
ASSETS, RATE OF CNòWTH IN DEHAND FOR SERVICÈ; 

_A}lD

THE SERVICES To STUDENTS, Æ{D ÁLSo BY oEr¡tr-ôprNc
ADDITIONAL INFOR}IATION TO STJPPORT AI.t EDUCATIOMLLY
SOUND A}ID FISCALLY RESPONSIBLE ORGANIZÂTION.

AIE 1 - To establish mechanisms and supply information for theBoard of Governors to assess whether:
programs, courses and services meet objectives; and,a balance exÍsts between cost-effectivéness and quaÍity.

AIE 2 - To maintain effective, representative, industry-based pro----.' gram advisory committees ïhat reet ofien 
"noujh to ensurethe provision of relevant training and whose mimbership isreviewed at the time of prograrn rãview to ensure appropri-.. ate representation. 

;

AIE 3 - To contÍnue to develop and refine a College-wide, partici-
. patory planning process

A/E 4 - To-review regularly this Statement of Mission, Goals and0bJectlves, and ensure integration wÍth performance
. appraisal procedures for alt Cotlege personnel.
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AIE 6

AIE 7

A/E 8

AIE e

A/E 10 -

AIE 11

_12_

To expand the revenue base for continuing Education, short
course, and demonstration programs

To expand the base of alternate funding through the Found-
at lon.

To share resources between progrdms and servrces in orderto maximize such resources.

T9 establish systems of accountabttity to support delega-tlon of ãuthority, to lncrease the cost recovery of entér-prlse operations and to ensure there is no loss of overalr
control of expendÍture and revenue,

To increase revenue from goods and services provided in
the course of tralning and technology transfer

To bring major building projects to completion on time,
according to plan and within budget.

To prepare and integrate into the capital budget r ôs
required, multiyear plans for the purchase of major capi-
tal items

AlE 12 - To prepare learning justifications and integrate into the
capital budget plans for the purchase of computer/conrnuni-
cation systems

To update and maintain the managêment classification
system and management compensation plan.

AIE 13 -

AIE 14 - To prepare a plan for upgrading the residence complex.

A/E 15 - To- develop a plan for systematic maintenance of a1l capi-
tal facilities

AIE 16 - To renew and update the Farmstead Master Plan.

Resource Reallocation

THE COLLEGE WILL REG.T'LÂRLY REVIEW OPERÂTIONS TO
DFTERHINE THOSE ACTIVITIES TTI,ÂT HJST CEÂSE IN ORD€R
TO HAKE RESOURCES AVAILABLE FOR USE IN ACHIEVI¡IG
OTHER OfX)ECTIVES.

Résõùice Reallocation Objectives:

R.R. 1 - To terminate the provision or sare of goods and services
that cannot be Justified on an educatlonal and/or flnan-' cial basis.
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R.R.2 - To work ¡itir everlo:re at 0Ids CcIIege -io ellminate waste,reduee lnefffeiency, and ensure tnãt productivity ls uithe highest possible level.

R.R. 3 - T9 revlew regularly, programs and services which, for lackof student demand or Iack of employment Justification,should be amalgamated with other actfv-ities or bå
terminated.

Marketlno

THE COLLEGE TILL AGGRESSIIELY DEFINE TTS POSITION IN
THE AGRICT'LTUR,AL EDTJCATION ENVIRON}ENT BY EFFECTIVE-
LY HARKETING TO }€H A}ID EXTSTING CLIENTS.

Marketino 0bÍectives:

M. 1 - To b-ecome an aggressive and effective marketing-orientedinstitution through the development of an annual-marketing
pl an.

M' 2 - To conduct annually an analysis of marketing effectivenessfor inclusion in the annual review of the College MissÍon.

M. 3 - To describe annually the constituencies of Olds College.

M. 4 - Consistent wÍth Olds College's position of leadership inapplied agricultural education, to establish appropiiatepartnerships with commercial and internationaL ag"ncie, toboth purchase and provide educational servlces.

M. 5 - To develop -mutually beneficial agreements with other provin-cial, regional, national and international educational
inst itutions.

M.6 - To increase the College's influence on agricultural educa-tion sectors through participation with ielevant organiza-tions, committees and industries.

HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT

THE C€LLEGE ìTLL DEVELOP ITS PEOPLE TO THE HIGHEST
POSSIBLE AND PRACTICAL LEVELS OF SKTI I S AJ.ID ABIL-
ITIES.

Human Resource Development 0bfectives

H.R.D. 1 - To ensure that staff are continually challenged and
recognized for responding to these challenges.
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H.R.D.3 -

H.R"D.4
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To ensure candldates for posltlons are chosen ln a man-
ner that matches the Collegers needs and the candidatest
abi I It tes

To preþare and review annually a Human Resource Develop-
ment PIan fn coordinatlon with the ColLege Plan through
lnput from Faculty, Support Staff and Management Devel-
opment groups.

To relate thts development plan to ongoing performance
appraisals for all employees.

H.R.D.5 - To encourage all CoIIege employees to vlew personal and
professÍonaI development as an ongoing responsibitity
that wiII calL for investment of CoIIege and personal
time and energy and could call for investment of person-
aI funds.

H.R.D. 6 - To deveJ.op additional ways to assist faculty, partlcu-
Iarly those in areas of rapidly changÍng technology, to
regain experience in the field through such mechanisms
as exchanges with industry, joint appolntments, partlci-
pation ln demonstration or international proJects, or
any manner of regular contact with the work place.

H.R.D. 7 - To encourage aII College employees to contribute to the
growth of their own exter:nal professional organlzations.

H.R.D.8 - As well as being effective administrators, managers wiII
model themselves as I'managers and leaderstt concerned
with motivation and development of staff.

Updated March 25, 1986
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